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74 Applications Made

Allegan Accepts

For Absentee Ballots

Allegan

Sunday School

County

A

total of 74 peraons have
made applicationfor absentee ballot! at the office of City Clerk
ClarenceGrevengoed,it was announced today.
Absentee ballots arrived today

New Tax Figures
For Equalization
Tax CommissioB
Almost Doubles Former

State

Equalized Assessment
Allegan (Special)— With a "our*
not to reaaon why" determination,

Allegan county auperviioi*accepted almoat doubled equalization figures on which to base
their 1950 taxes and today act
about spreading a tax roll to keep
the county from taking a third
dip into the red. A tentative budget of $600,000

was

approved,

considerable increase over earlier
estimates of $457,000.

The tax

allocation board, will

meet Friday to set the county’s
millage,

which supervisors

anti-

cipated would be considerably
lower than the eight mills re-

0( About

Pittsburgh Theologiaa
Suggests Family Night
As

lleten to leader Peter.J. Dryer, left, of Holland,for

final Inetructlone. The 19 pictured all are from
South Ottawa county. They are, flrat row, left to
right: Dryer, Fred Y. Saaamoto, Holland; Jason
Wyngardon and Ned J. Bergama, Zeeland; Marvin
Vanden Brand and Horace Dozemen, Holland.

Second row: Howard A. Kemps, Zeeland; Carl F.
Boa, Holland; Wynard Klooeterman,Zeeland.
Third row: Roger J. Kola, CliffordK. Hopkins,
Daniel J. Wieeley and Leonard A. Smith, all of
Holland. Fourth row: Robert E. Sundln and Jason
C. De Vrlee, Holland; Bherwln W. Loweme, Zeeland; Willie A. Masaellnk, Hudsonvllle; Paul P.
Malus, Holland;William Q. Northouee, Jenlson.

ktober Draftees

Although the state tax commission's equalizedvaluationat
$90,747,250,to almost double the
$48,113,635 adopted by the board
last spring, taxes will not be pro-

portionately higher, and in aome
cases may not rise at all, the
state officials explained.

The county’s three cities whose
supervisors appealed the equalization last spring because they
thought they were paying more
than their share, may feel a big
ger bite.
Some townships such as Clyde,

Saugatuck,Wayland and Ganges
also will get an increase, while
Hopkins township, which had the
highest unit ratio of 70 per cent,
wiil have the smallest gain.
The situation boils down to the
fact that where equalized valuations were too low, taxes will
hike.
The figures of the state tax

commissiontowwed the

total

township assessed value at $37,161,565, which was raised to $67,037,481 The three cities of Otsego, Plainwell,and Allegan, were
assessed at $10,952,070 and were
raised to $23,709,796.Under the
new set-up, townships will pay 73
per cent of the county budget instead of- 76 per cent, with the
cities getting the extra three per-

cent burden. Ostego was the lowest figure, jpdi thus gets the biggest Incfelse.
Louis P. Nims, chairman of the
tax commission, told the board
that the new equalization was
based on 100 per cent of the 1941
cash value of properties,which to
roughly 60 per cent of 1960 val

Crisis SohtiM

Grand Haven— AH

officers

went

day School convention in

first

Reformed church Tuesday, sponsored by the Ottawa County
Council of Christian Education.
Officers art Walter Vander
Haar, Holland, president; A. J.
Fisher, Grand Haven, vice president; William Ter A vest. Coop,
ers ville, vice -president; Harry
Kramer, Holland, secretary; R K.
Goodwin,Holland, treasurer;William Viening, Grand Haven, ataiitant secretary and treasurer.
District presidents are Frank

Wlnlfrsd H. Durfaa

Winifred

EDurfee

New York

Dies in
General admissions showed
grandstandtickets were
off, according to Secretary James
Winifred Hackley Durfee, 89 Meyers, Grand Haven; Edward
The October draft quota of 31 Snow's report. An estimated70,dean of women at Hope college Van Eck, Holland; WiUiam Vanmen left Grand Haven Wednesday 000 paid admissions were recordfrom 1909 until 1936, died Tues- Eenaan, Zeeland; John Lammers,
afternoonfor induction into the ed.
day
at her home in Belleville, Jamestown; Marvin Luben, CoopArmy today at Detroit
An estimatedcost of $150,000 N. Y. The new women'a dormitory ersvHle. Divisional superintendThe group left by chartered bus for a new all-steel stand was dethe Hope college campus
*re Mr. and Mrs. Henry
and was scheduledto stay at a clared prohibitive, and present named Winifred H. Durfee hall Tyaae, HoUand. audio- viwial eduDetroit hotel overnight before be- plans suggest ramodellngand rein her
cation; Mra. Edith Walvoord,HoiIn
ing sworn in today. From Detroit enforcement of the present stand
Mrs. Durfee had been an invalid l«wl, children;Prof. Clarence
the men will be sent to regular at a third of that cost.
Kleis, HoUand, young people; tha
since a severe illness in 1946.
Seventeen Hope college seniors Army camps for assignment.
The annual trafficjam at the
She was bom in Belleville, N.Y., Rev. G. Rozeboom, Cbopertvflle,
Besides those pictured above, gates on Saturday nights was set
have been chosen for listing in
April 12. 1861. She did not attend adults; Prof. ClarenceDe Great,
"Who’s Who Among Students In selecteesincluded Harold D. Lof down a* a principal problem to public achool until »he was 12 Holland, educational.
American universities and col- ton, Holland; Nelson E. Victory be ironed out before the next fair.
years old, because of Ml health. TV convention theme, "Christ
leges," it was announced today by and Gerald Ter A vest, HudsonThe financial report showed $6,- Sire was graduated from Union for Every Ortoto,H was brought
Prof. Paul E. Hinkamp, Hope col ville; Donald J. Miller, George E. 376 earned and $2,000 spent on
Academy In 1879 and alio atudiedI out Jn afternoon and evening edPeterson, Ray G. Mieras and the summer’s schedule of stock
lege registrar.
it Oberlln college, Northweatern Crease* by Dr. Ralph G. Turnbull
According to Prof. Hinkamp, Oliver J. Ketnme, Grand Haven; car races and $16,878 in conces- and Wisconsin univeraltlea. She of Wsetem Theological seminary,
students are chosen on the basis Robert W. Hogle, Eugene E. Haw- sions and space sales at the fair.
received a master’! degree from Pittsburgh,Pa., and by Dr. Jacob
of excellence in scholarship,lead- ley and Robert R. Zarnosky Admissions netted $41,352.
Brins, minister of evangelian at
ership and participationin extra- Marne; Melvin J. Meyer, Ferrys
In the debit column, special atMrs. Durfee taught in Hender- the Reformed Church in America,
curricularand academicactivities burg; and Ronald R. Ricket tractions cost $11,726, and $11,son, N. C, WiUiamaburg,Ky., and who conducted devotional perioda.
Other qualities consideredare Spring Lake.
159 was paid in premiums and Phelpa, N.Y., before her marriage Dr. TurnbuU’a concludingmeapromise of future usefulness to
Meanwhile, the Ottawa draft prizes. Repairs and permanent
to Abner M. Durfee, Jr. He died «*g« was on the aubject, "Chriat
business and society and qualities board has received calls to send improvementscoat $6,645 and $5,
in 1901. She taught at Union for Every Crist* in the Home," In
of citizenshipand service to the 46 men for induction on Nov. 28 388 was spent on advertising.
Academy from 1898 until after which he mapped a plan for farnicollege.
and 27 more for induction during
her mother's death in
ly living in which one night n
Seniors chosen are Joyce Brun- December.
Before coming to Hope in 1909, week would be devoted to family
Elder
Elliot
Speaks
sell, Holland; Nancylee Corp, AuCalls have been sent out for
Mra. Durfee taught in Glenn Falls activity Including such things as
burn, N. Y.; Harold Dean, Key- pre-inductionphysicalsfor 115
To Local Adventists
Academy, N. Y., Keuka college I music, reading, records,
port, N J.; Donald Fairchild, men Oct. 30, while 10 mors must
and Heading college,Abbington. «hd acripture.
Schenectady, N. Y.; James Hak take exams Nov. 14. ^
Elder H. T. Elliot,associate 111. At Hope she heeded the “You would. see a new eptrtt
ken, Baghdad, Iraq: William For the December call, Allegan secretary of the general conferFrench and drama department*in born in every home, a great proHinga, Holland;Ek>ise Hinkamp, county must fumitoi 15 of tl* ence of Seventh-day Adventtots,
addition to aerving a» dean of wo- tection against secularism which
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Edward state’s2,306 quota.
was gue*t speaker in the HoUand men for 20 yean. While here she today to antagoniring the heme,
Kerle, Passaic, N. J.; Constance The first group of 33 Ottawa Seventh-dayAdventiat church
was active in culture and religious There are 27 million boys and
McConnell, Middlebush, N. J. inductees left for service Sept. 7. Saturday
girls In America who do not atBurt Phillips,Lakewood, Ohio. Of the 64 Ottawa men sent
What the church needs today to
Mi*.' Durfee had lived at her tend Sunday achool and yot*
Mable Robinson SparkiU,N. Y. arms thus far under the new not a religionthat to put on, but
home In Bellevillesince her re- 1 children and mini mingle wit|
Constance Shilling, South Hoi draft law, 26 have been from Hoi a religion which comes from with
“Well, here we go again," said Clifford K. Hopkins, left, of Holland,
them every day," he said.
tirement In 1936.
land, 111.; William Van’t Hof. De- land and 10 from Zeeland.
Tuooday as ho prepared for another stint In. the armed forces— this
in, the speaker said.
He said there were 75 diff«*nt;
troit; Jeanne Ver Beek, Musketime as a draftee. Hopklna served 10 months and eight days in the
Contact has been re-established
wars In the civilized world, Matgon;
Harrison
Visscher,
HudsonNavy In 194M7— just 52 days short of tho minimum eorvlco requlrewith the work tor Korea, Elder
ing an average of ditf jeera eadh,
ville; Robert Visscher; Hudson. mont to provent redrafting.During that time, he got as far as
Elliot stated. Gen. MacArthur hai False
all of them asaociated with law-1
ville,and Nancy Vyverberg, Roch Chest Gifts
Quam for aix months and was awarded the Victory medal and
asked the Adventists to put their
lemneei, anarchy and revolt Whit
ester,
N.
Y.
Asiatic-Pacific thoator ribbon. He receiveda medical discharge from
hospital In operation as soon as
happens In the world to reflected
or

Army Service

gain, but

was

honor.

‘Who’s Who’

_

_ ____

S

eg:
F.

m

Wisconsin.

m

1902.

circle*

tho Navy. But, hart he goes again. Above, Hopkins joins the laughter as Jaeon C. De Vrlee, Holland, shows him how to wear the ribbone. Moat of the men at Wedneaday’edeparture were In the good
apirKe reflected
(Sentinelphoto)

above.

,

Two Hamilton

Albert Vander Yacht, 55, of 500
Riley St, died Sunday morning at

Places Entered

Ingham

sanitarium,Lansing,
where he had been confined four
weeks. He had submittedto major surgery on Tuesday. Vander
Yacht had been in ill health since
World War L
Survivingare the wife, Grace;
two sons, L. Robert, with the
Navy in the Mediterranean, and

Hamilton (Special) — Sheriffs
officers are investigatingtwo
break-ins which occurred here
Wednesday night or this morning.

possible to help relieve the suffer-

Local

To Subdue Big Pike
Usually a woman has a rolling
pin or some other heavy weapon
at her disposal to deal with diffi
cult situations.What would she
do if she didn’t?
Well, Mrs. Jack Reminga and
Mrs. Judd Albers, both of Ottawa
bead:, solved a weighty problem
Wednesday while fishing from
boat in front of Macatawa Bay
Yacht club.
They hooked an eight-pound 32
inch pike and didn't have a land

Mark

Bring

Waraing

—

Klomparens.

"contemptible."

yartf was en- ing net.
The quick-thinking women hit
tered for the fourth time in six
the
fish with a boat oar and
years. Culprits were unsuccessful
Cliffordof Holland; one daughter, in opening the safe and made off dragged him aboard.
Besides the whopper, they
Mrs. Leonard Mulder of Holland;
three grandchildren;one sister, with $15 from a Boy Scout con caught their limit of perch.
tributionbox.
Mrs. Arthur Tors of Holland; six
The James A. Haan jewelry
Grand Haven (Special)—A De- brothers, John of Muskegon, Anstore was entered for a third time. Ex-SaugituckResident
troit couple, suspects in an armed drew, Edward, Richard and Derk
robbery case in Nunica Oct. 8, of Holland and Lester of Zeeland. About $40 worth of plastic ear Dies in Moline, III
rings and pendants were taken
was brought to Grand Haven late
Marshall N. St. Pierre, 46, died
The
more valuable watches and at 7 a.m. Monday at Moline, 111.
Wednesday night from Detroit
ed another false alarm to Van
France
Hears
Plea
clocks
in showcases were un
les L. Davis, 62, died at 1:15 a.m. Sierraf Daniel McCool
Russell L. Larson, 43, and his
hospital. He had been ill of
Raalte Ave. and 24th St. Finally
touched.
wife, Anna, also 43, admit having For Conscription
heart ailment for 10 days. He was Wednesday in Muncipal hospital Unload at Local Docks
the firemen were able to return Mrs. Mathildi Fretstont
been in the White Shoe Repair
a former resident of Saugatuck. where he was taken Tueaday.He
to the dump blaze.
Dies at Home in Bangor
hed been in ill health for a month
shop on US-16, and having a gun
Paris (UP) — French Defense New Car Taken
He was born Aug. 17, 1904
Two boats entered Holland harThe police station telephone,
He was born in Grand Haven. bor Wednesday.
with which they held up owner Minister Jules Moch told the naMerimack,
Wis., and was married
meanwhile, was glutted with calls
Grand Haven (Special)
Mra. Mathilda Christine FreeJohn White, but they deny having tional assemblytoday that Russia
to Ruth Strampel on May 7, 1934. His wife, Elsie, died Oct. 16, 1949.
The coal boat Sierra entered asking, "What’s up?"
stone, 84, of Bangor, died at her
brand
new
1951
model
car
was
He was former owner and oper- the harbor at 1 p.m., unloaded
obtained any money. White claims has 4,100,000 men under arms, and
The St. Pierres moved from South
home Monday at 6 p m. Born tot
$400 was taken out of his wallet asked for quick approval of an in- taken from its parking place ii Bend, Ind., to Moline in July, ator of the first movie houses
,000 tons of coal at Brewer’s
Stockholm, Sweden, Jan. 18. 1866,
front
of
the
Kooiman
Auto
Co
Lingering
Illness
Fata!
Grand
Haven.
He
later
was
case
in
compulsory
military
serThe couple was arrested by De1950.
City Coal dock, and left at 9 p.m.
Mrs. Freestone came to America
troit police following a complaint vice to put sharper teeth into 217 North Seventh St., Wednes
He is survived by his wife, one charge of the Robinhood and
The cement boat Daniel McCool
at the age of three. She wea a
For Mrs. Etta
day night, it was one of two cars daughter, Marcia, at home; his Crescent theaters.
by Mrs. Larson that her husband France’s rearmament program.
entered the harbor at 2 p.m., una resident at Bangor for 39 year*,
which
the
company
had
just
re
He is survived by a son, Char- loaded 4,200 barrels of cement at
was "stepping out" In the course
Moch demanded thb draft extenmother, Mrs. Bess Koss of VicksMrs. Etta Hoffman, 63, wife of coming from Benton Harbor,
of the discussion, she admitted sion a few hours after the assem- ceived and attendants had cleaned burg, Miss., and one sister, Mrs. lea O. Davis of Grand Haven, one the Medusa company, and left at late Jacob Hoffman, died Monday she was married to the htt
the job in Nunica.
bly by a vote of 343 to 225, en- it preparatory to running*! into Dorothy Theobald,also of Vicks- brother, John, and one sister, 1 a.m. today.
night at the home of her brother- william Fre<*tone in Chicago in
Mrs. Leslie De Witt both of KalaBoth are held in county jail. dorsed the government's refusal the show room. The car bore burg.
in-law and slater, Mr. and Mrs. 1885 In g^gor, Mrl. Freestone
mazoo and one granddaughter.
State police who brought the cou- to agree to even limited rearma- dealers license plates. Both cars
John Van De Wege, 138 West 20th wal a member of Congregational
Municipal
Coart
News
ple back were expected to cqifer ment of Germany until Western were parked in front of the build
St. Death followed a
the WomCT-s Relief Corp*
In Municipal Court traffic case*
ing on Seventh St. which is US- Strike Vote Tonight
with Prosecutor Wendell A. Miles Europe he« been unified.
Local 305 of the Communica- First Real Freeze
Wednesday,Clare Mack, 672
today.
«
ii ^ and
1 ,lf* member 01
The assemblywas urged to act 3L City police are investigating.
Mrs. Hoffman came to Holland Bmgor ^pter, Order of Eastern
tions Worker* of America will
The mercury dipped to 28 de- Central Ave., paid $7 fine and about
immediately on the governmenttoot a year ago from Chicago, | §tar
take a strike vote at a meeting grees today in the first real local costs for improper passing; Richsponsored bill
lengthen
where ahe had lived 25 yeara. She
Pontiac
Dies
Surviving are four chlttWHi. Mr*
Ex-Hollander
of
Bell
Telephone
Co.
plant
and
ard
De
Witt,
404
East
Central
freeze
of
the
season,
according
to
France’s compulsorymilitary serGreenville
Fred Bocks, Jr., traffic employes tonight in the Weather Obaerver Charle* Steke- Ave., Zeeland, paid $5 fine and was bom Sept. 15, 1887, in the Florence Martindale and Wallact
vice from one year to 16 months.
At Holland Hospital
Netherlandsto the late Mr. and Freestone of Bangor, Walter Freesecretary-manager
of the Green Centennial room of the Warm tee. Although there had been costs for driving without an operMrs. John Pathuis. She came to stone of HoUand and Theodore
ville
Chamber
of
Commerce
and
Friend
Tavern.
Grievances
are
ator's
license;
Evelyn
De
Bruyn
Mrs. Louisa Jones, 59, of Pontrace* of light frost on several
George
Good
Renamed
former resident of Holland, has centered on wage differentials occasions,today’s low reading Van Doip, 304 West 14th St., paid the United States at the age of Freestone of El Monte. Calif., and
tiac, wife of the late Bert Jones,
five.
a .step daughter, Grace Builen of
been named civil defense director between Holland workers and was the first real killing frost. By $2 fine for double paricing; and
died Sunday morning at Holland Retail Division Head
Bmton Harbor; .1*> 11 grind.
for
Greenville
by
Mayor
Owen
company
employes
in
other
Michihospital following a lingering ill
11 un. the temperaturehad risen John Hamilton, Buchanan,paid $1
gan cities.
parking fine.
ness. She had been visiting her
to 52 degrees.
George Good was re-elected Mumaw.
William Pathui. of Holland and
, number of nlecea and napson and daughter-in-law,Mr. and president of the Retail Merchants
Bert of Chicago; also several
Mrs. Paul F. Jones, 186 West divisionof the Chamber of Comnieces and nephews.
19th St., and was taken to the merce, it was revealed Monday by
hospital two weeks ago. Mrs. Bert Post, election committee
Retired Carpenter Diet
Bad Check Charge
Jones was born Jan. 81, 1891, in chairman.
Two
Holland
home*
were
enterfence,"
Blok
said.
"So
he
must
missing,
and
there
was
a
$20
bill
a
storm
window
in
a
front
bedBenton, HI.
William J. Brouwer was named
Grand Haven (Special)— State At Home in Borttik
ed by burglars who made off with have known the neighborhood.”'
Surviving are two daughters, vice president,and the new board
room and jumped about six feet in the kitchen and my good watch police officerspicked up Claude
evening, police reported Monday.
in a dresser drawer.”
Zeeland (Special)
Joha P.
Asked if he could describe the
Mrs. Mabelle Shaffer and Mrs. of director* wiil consist of Earl
B. Tompkins, 63, route 2, Coopto the ground to get away.
Lamer, 75, of Borculo, AM at
In another theft reported SaturMaxine Schurman of Pontiac; Price, Ward Hansen, Stanley Bo- Homes entered are owned by thief, Blok said it wae hard to
ersvUle,
Monday
night
He
.to
Somewhere in the process, he day, thieves entered the . car of
Herman Blok, l5 East 18th St., telL
two sons, James R. of Pontiac ven and Andrew Du Mez.
wanM by"offl«ri at"&d
and
C. J. Northuis, 175 West 10th
cut
himself. Blood stained glass Mrs. Howard Hoskins, 246 Howard issuing a check with insufficient
’T
think
be
was
a
young
fellow,
and Paul F. of Holland; five- The officers will be kwtalled at
*5”
St. Blok told police between $50- about 20, and of medium build," was examined today by police, and Ave., and stole two blankets, a
grandchildren; four sisters,Mrs. the November meeting.
funds. Tompkins was lodged
, J™*1
15 y€M1
$60 in cash .was missing, but the he said. "One thing I know for a trail of Mood stains leads «rhalf- pair of shoes and some shaving
Richard Gray of Peoria, HI, Mrs.
Ottawa county jail and was to be teL* “J™’
Northuis family could find noth- sure— he could run like a Beer."
are the
block down the street.
cream. The car was parked in a
Elizabeth Hurst, Mrs. Hosla Cook
Chest
Goal
Passed
ing gone.
, The thief kept yelling threats
“A neighbor, Garem Elgerama, downtown grocery store’slot
and Mrs. Robert McCollum, all of
Mrs.
Zeeland
Zeeland hea comWhen the Blok family returned at Blok during the chaee.
said he heard glass breaking about
Chief of Police Jacob Van Hoff
Benton, IH; three brothers, Roy
of HoUand. Mrs.
"Keep chasing me and I’ll kill 7 p.m., when a friend drove in the asked HoUand citizens to report
and Shelby Woods of Benton, and pleted Its 1950 Community Cheat home from church Sunday at 8:45
Mra. Gerrit Bos of.
campaign by subscribing$110 p.m., Mrs. Blok said she heard you." he called. #
yard for a visit," Northuis said. Immediately any suspicious ac- Sandquist Better
Charles of Peoria.
above the $8,000 goal Campaign someone in the house. As she enGrand Haven (Special) — The Mrs. Lambert
Tha attempted burglary at the "He walked around our house and tions around their cars or homes.
Chairman Paul Ter A vest an- tered the |>Kk door, the burglar Northuis home happened between saw a fellow running down the ’ "With the few policemen we condition of Richard K. Sundc
Sundquist, land; a son, . Peter
Deadline Nears
nounced today. He said the suc- ran out the front door.
6:15 when the family left for a street, but didn’t pay any atten- have in HoUand, we must have the 25, route 4, Holland, who wat in- 29 _
Postmaster Harry
cess of this year’s campaign was
Blok chased him across the visit,and 7 p.m., when a neighbor tion to him at the time.
co-operation of the pubUc to op- jured early Sunday morning when children; thi
again reminded Holland residents due principallyto the excellent street and between houses, but
his car left the road and struck Sturing and
"What I think happened," he
checked the house. After entering
erate succesrfully." he said. “If
today that overseas gift parcels team work of some 120 chest lost him in the darter
a tree on the lake shore road, is of
continued, "was that the guy got
must be mailed by Nov. 15 to workers who gave unstintingly of "He ran right between two through an unlocked rear1 door, scared out when he saw that car persons would report aU auspitheir time and efforts.
the, burglar kicked the glass from drive in. We couldn’tfind anything cious actions, it would help a lot"
Brinks’

Lumber

in the churches,and placing Christ
irg In that war-ridden country,
as the answer to every ertoto to
he announced.
the greatest challenge hi ttoa
Two false alarms interspersedI world today, he said,
Community Chest contributfons Elder Elliot came from Grand
Rapids where he to attending the with two actual fire calls Tueaday More tbw» 270 county Sunday
and pledges today reached the
Fall Council of the church begin- night— all within a half hour
school teachers and workers ro$32,618.92mark, less than $5,700
ning today, and lasting through brought angry denunciations Tuea- gtoteredtor the annual event Tha
short of the goal of $38,300.
Nov. 1.
day from Fire Chief Andrew auditoriumat First church wac
Campaign Director Robert
crowded for the evening meeting.
Kouw urged all volunteer workKlompafeni
today
offered
a
$50
1 Music was furnished by a conveners to turn in their reports and Mrs. Cornelias Rink
reward for the apprehension of the tlon choir under the direction of
materials,and called attention to
person or persons who turned in Mrs. Leland Cannon with Mrs.
the annual meeting Friday at 4:30 01 Grand Haven Dies
the false alarms.
Ray Fisher at the organ and
p.m. in the Centennialroom
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs
He also called the action of Mary Lou Kieft on the chimaa.
the Warm Friend Tavern
Cornelius Rink, 63, died at 2:45 scores of drivers that followed the Elton Van Perob of Western aerowhich all persons who have con
.m. Wednesday in Municipal ho* fire trucks from one scene to an- inary was song leader.
tributed to the Chest this year
pital where she had been a pa' other
Conference leaders were Mrs.
are Invited.
tient for four weeks.
"People were following the C. E. Tompklna, pre-school ago;
He also urged anybody who has
She was a member of Seventh trucks in an almost steady stream Elsie Stryker, primaiy; Dorothy
not been contactedfor a contri
Reformed church and its Ladies 'of cars," Klomparens
Ely, Junior; the Rev. Carl B.
bution to call Chest headquarters
Aid society.
The first alarm, about 9:30 strange, young people; John
In the Chamber of Commerce
Besides the husband, she is sur- p.m., was a call to a leave fire Kromminga,adult and admintobuilding (phpne 6-7881) and
vived by a son, Ward Fulsher of on Maple Ave., near 13th St. tret ion; Mr. and Mra. Tyaae, au*
somebody will call for the gifts.
Grand Haven; two daughers, Then the fire fighters were called diovisual aids,
Mrs. Charles Yonker and Mrs. to put out a blaze at the Pine During the supper hour, the
Charles Carter of Lansing; a bro St. dump. While the pumper was R*v. Bernard Brunating, paster of
Former Theater Owner
ther, Abram Van Dongen, and in action at the dump, a false the host church, explained the
Dies in Grand Haven
ten grandchildren.
alarm summoned firemen to 14th Sunday beer sale issue in Ottawa
St. and Lincoln Ave. Then follow- county.
Grand Haven (Special)— Char

To $32,600

Women Use Oar

f

Manns

Climb

He said the tax study took 848 Linferinf lUness Fatal
man days of work, at a cost of
$17,500 to the commission. Of the For Albert Vander Yacht
31,000 taxable land parcels in the
county, 4,072 were given an onthe-spot appraisal.These field
checks were made on all types of
properties to get a true crosssection of the county’s worth. He
found resort properties particularly low.

Home

re-electedat the 62nd annual Sun-

Ottawa Sends 31

Nineteenef the S‘1 drafteee who left Ottawa
county Wedneoday for Induction into the Army

Named

At Convention

$8,000

for distribution.Applications can
be made until 2 p.m. Saturday,
Boird Seeks Solution
Nov. 4. Ballota must be returned
to the clerk’s office by the time
To Traffic Jams and
the polls close on electionday.
Grandstand Remodeling
Clerk Grevengoed also revealed
that inatructionballota are available at his office for interested Allegan (Special) - That 1960
voters to inspect. Sample ballots county fair showed a profit of
are posted on a bulletinboard in about $8,000, approximatelytha
the second floor lobby at City same as the year before, a report
Hall.
the annual meeting of the
county fair association Wednesday revealed.
Receipts totaled $74,909 plus
donation of $8,200 from the state
for premiums. The profit went
back into improvements,with total expenditures for the year
amounting to $82,589. A balance
of $19,194 is on hand.
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Scoring Parade
Wtii autumn wen on ita way,
the local Blue Birds and Camp
Fire girls are busy in programs of

Ron, Carey Each Tally
Twice

in

8-Touchdown

,

111

Mill

the season.

The Perky Singing

Top-Heayy 53-0 Score

Blue Birds

m m

of

Lakeview school held their
weekly meeting Monday, Oct 16,
with their leader, Mrs. Lawrence
Van Noord. The business meeting
was held at the school and was
adjourned to Mrs. Charles Wojohn where the girls enjoyed a
marshmallow roast and played
games.

In an awesome display of football acoring power, the Dutch of
Holland high poured on the steam

in a

touchdown parade which

annihilatedSt. Joseph by the top-

heavy score of 53-0 Friday night
in chilly RtverviewPark.
TVie Dutch seemingly could do
no wrong. Their backs ripped off
long gains. Defensive work was
steady. The downfieldblocking
was devastating. And the touchdowns

group of Longfellow school, reported a hike as their meeting.
They gathered acorns which they
painted at their next meeting and
made into lapel pins. Joan Vande
Vusse was elected president.The

rolled up.

girls, will hold office four weeks.

$11

At their last meeting, the girls
with their leader, Mrs. Eugene
Vande Vusse, met at the home of
Joe players around the play were
Mrs. Dan Vander Werf, the asGilbert (40); Bavldo (5); Weber
sistant,to practice their number
(33); Taylor (9); and Schwerdt
for file Hobo Hike program. Af(25).
terwards they played games.
The Ecetu Camp Fire group
met with their leader, Mrs. WUliam Pluim, after school Monday.
They hiked through the woods to

tenure at the local helm.
It was a bruising Dutch team, This was only the beginning,folks, Holland score early In the initial
making few mistakes, and strikquarter. But the Dutch were far
ing with rapier-like thrusts which only the beginning.Crunching Bob
from through as .they crushed St
left the chill-thrilled crowd al- Tasma cracks over for the first
Joseph 53-0 Friday night The St
sink, , Carpenter, Eggers, Van

Dyke
Tackles— Klomparens, Vanden
Brink, Kammeraad, Picard, Altena, Hamper, Bottmis
Guards
Young, Hazebrook,
Kuipers. Schutt, W. Burns
Centers— Vander Ven, Essenburg, Gebben
Backs— Bekuis, Tasma, Carey,
Dalman, Kempker, Walker, Nien'

—

huis, King, Knoll, Plagenhoef, T.
seen on a local gridiron.
But not only was he the chief Bums
Scoring— Holland touchdowns:
offensivespark but he starred in
every department of play. His Carey (2); Dalman (2); ArmEessenburg,
blocking was sharp and his defen- strong;
sive work left kttle to be desired. Schutt PATs— Carpenter (5)..
Statistics
He crunched to a total of 249
SJ
H
yards in 11-0 attempts, averaging
First Downs
10
11
close to 25 yards on every carry.
Yards Rushing
409
123
His total would have been even
Yards Passing
51
56
higher had not another touchTotal Yardage
460 179
down scamper in tire third period
22
Passes Attempted
8
been called back when a teamPasses Completed
2
4
mate was detected clipping.
3
2
He broke loose for touchdown Intercepted by
Fumbles
3
4
canters of 62 and 61 yards and set
Recoveries
3
4
up another score with a 61-yard
Penalties
95
10
sun.
The Dutch wasted little time
getting started.On the second
play after St. Joseph had failed
to gain, Bullet Bob Tsana, great
as usual, circled right end and
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
twisted a9 the way to the invaders five for 63 yards.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Standish and
In two plays, Tazz cut inside son, Robin, were week-end guests
left end to score. Chuck CarpenTh# Julius Eber family
of his mother, Mrs. Edith Beilter converted, 7-0. '
The Bears advanced the next stein, east of the village.
kickoff to the Holiand 30, before
The Douglas Music Study club
running out of steam. Tommy will meet at the home of Mrs.
Carey and Dahnan ran the ball to Harry Newnham in Saugatuck,
the St. Joseph 30 in two plays. Thursday evening. Mrs. Hattie
Jack Kempker than hit Giant Bob Goshorn and Mrs. Edith Walz will
Armstrong with a button-hook be assistanthostesses.The study
This family of four displaced
pass over the center and a score. chapter is "Humor in Symphonic
Carpenterconverted, 14-0.
Music.” Leader will be Mrs. John persons is now happily at home at
412 West
16th St., Holland. Julius Youth Sentenced
In file second period, Dahnan Kent.
-----------------------TL
slithered for 61 yards from the
Mrs. Isabelle Curtis has return- Eber, his wife, Eva, and their chil- j n_
Dutch 38 to the Bear one yard- ed to her home in St Louis. She dren, Thomas, 7, and Judith, 5,lUn DreaR-ln Chargi
, Un ____ /c.
_
line, and after a 15 yard penalty spent the summer at the lake arrived in the United States
1, after living in a DP camp in 1 - GTwi Haven' <SP«ial>-Gorbad set the Dutch back to the 16, shore.
don Woodward, 17, Manistee, who
Carey tallied after two plays from
Mrs. Lee Demerest visited her Augsburg, Germany, for the last
pleaded guilty Oct. 9 to a charge
the five. Carpentermissed, 20-0. daughter, EVelyn, a student in the five years.

fi

j

B.

Hi
i
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• •
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Barbara Vander Werf, the
scribe of the Joyful Blue Bird

They counted up eight touchdowns and five extra points to
run up the biggest margin in
Coach Bob Stupka’s four-year

most limp.
For St. Joseph it was a dismal
night. The Dutch capitalizedon
miscues and linemen Glenn Essenburg and Don Schutt leaped
into the crowded scoring parade
with tochdown interceptions.
But the man of the night, when
everyone was at his sparkling
best, was halfback and game captain Ron Dahnan. Dalman came
into his own with some of the
finest open-field running ever

m

m
H
I

Tiny

Kathlean Elanbaia obaerved har flrat
month’* birthday today In an oxygon tank at
Huizinga Mamorlal hospital In Zaaland— Just 114
months before aha was supposed to be bom.
Daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Orrln Elsnbaas, 542
East Main Ave., Zealand, Kathleen was born Sept
24, 21/, months prematurely. At birth she weighed
two pounds, 10 ounces and measured 10 Inches In
length. After going down to two pounds, Kathy i«

.

once more up to her birth weight; and In addition,
•he hat grown five Inches to a height of 15 inches.
Her twin brother died at birth. Kathy was fed
oxygen for four weeks, until last Friday. Her
formula le fed through a tube Into her stomach.
Mr. and Mre. Elenbaaa have two other daughters.
The hoapital staff at Zeeland expresses real pride
In their tiny patient, which le entirely under(Sentinelphoto)

standable.

North Blendon

collect moss, bittersweet, toadstools and etc. which each mem(From Saturday's Sentinel)
ber used to make terrariums. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klinger,
This group is the former Gaytime
who have been living with their
Blue Bird group.
On Monday, Oct. 16, the former children the Edward Overwegs,
Joful Blue Bird group of Long- moved to their home in Zeeland
fellow school met at the home of recently.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Driesenga were
Judy Poll to be taken to Ottawa
informed
of the death of a rela
beach. Here .they enjoyed a hike
five,

Charles Heasjes at Shelby

into the hills, after which they
opened their box lunches. Mrs. last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hlrdes and
Elmer Burwitz is guardian of the
Carol and Mrs. P. Haveman acCamp Fire group.
The Ketcha-Huda-KonyaBeech- companied Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
wood Camp Fire girls held their Vander Molen to Athens on Sun
day where they called on the R.
first meeting Monday afternoon.
They welcomed their new guard- L. Cheyne family, who recently
lost through death their husband
ian, Mrs. T. W. Range and her
and father, Robert Cheyne. He
assistant, Mrs. Lloyd Nivison.
died at the Battle Creek hosplta
Elections were held with the following results: President, Karen Saturday morning. The deceased
Hansen; vice president,Donna is survived by the wife; four sons
Harold of Athena, Dennis an<
Paris; secretary, Susan Range;
Leon of Pontiac and Kenneth of
treasurer; Beverly Cramer; and
Hudsonville;
daughter-in-law
scribe, Patty Hill. After discussMrs. Oxner of Athens, and nine
ing the birthday project, "Everybody Counts.” the girls decided grandchildren.Funeral services
were held from the Spencer chapel
upon grandparentsas their parand burial took place at Athens
ticular field to lead them to
on Monday. The Cheynes formerly
friendship and adventure.
lived on the E. Haasevoortand R.
Mrs. Carl Van Raalte met with
Broggink farms here.
her girls, the Okiciyapi Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Klinger
Fire group, at the home of Linda
and sons spent an evening last
Gordon. Three new members, week with their parents, Mr. and
Greta Masselink, Joan Talman,
Mrs. H. Klinger at Zeeland.
and Ann Marie Kleis were welThe Rev. H. Sonnema decline<
comed into the group. Linda Gorthe call extended to him by the
don and Karen Damson had Christian Reformed church at
charge of the first lesson on the
Corsica, S.D., and is at present
charm chart. Games were played
considering a call from the Fourth
and refreshments were served.
John E. Vande Woude Speaks at Testimonial Dinner
Christian Reformed church at
At Its first meetings, the Oda- Paterson, N.J.
konya Camp Fire group met at
Men’s society meetingswere rethe home of its leader, Mrs. AnIs
sumed at the Christian Reformed
dries Steketee. The following offichurch last week Tuesday.
cers were elected: Prseident, SalThe Girls Society met Wednesly Houtman; vice president, Merof
day evening with Mrs. Sonnema
ry De Waard; treasurer,Cornelia
end Miss Wilma Haveman as
A 'former Holland man is deLucasse. After elections the girls
hostesses.
made posters and planned their Recently elected officersof the partment commandant of the
parts as hostesses in the WashBut the first half work wasn’t college at Berrien Spmgs, SunWomen’s Missionarysociety of Marine Corps league with headington school fly-up. At their last
done yet St Joseph, advancing day.
^heuLrys;aLbXtol°
the Reformed church are president quarters in Boston, Mass.
not less meeting, they made beetle pins of Mrs. D. Weemhotf; vice president,
dangerously into the Dutch terriMr. and Mrs. Edward Vette of tral Avenue Christian Reformed i^y aft!erlnt00n
commandant, John E.
a.ighteenmonths nor more plastic lacings. The group has Mrs. C. Meeuwsen; secretary,Mrs.
tory, fumbled and the swift Carey Grand Rapids visited recently in church. They arrived in New York
Southern taken on the project of baby- sit- G. Klynstra; treasurer,Mrs. P. Vande Woude, active in the league
latched onto the pigskin and ram- the home of Mr. and Mrs. John by ship and traveled by train to
Grand Rapids, where they were Prison for Mlchl&an at Jackson.
ToaW" ting with the children of the Blue Martinieand assistant secretary since 1940, is a son of Mrs. Matil- In
bled 68 yards to pay-dirt Taama Kreamer.
da Vande Woude of 47 West 12th
Judge
Raymond
L.
Smith
re- Bird leaders at Washington school
threw a bone-crackling block to
Benton Harbor —• Kalamazoo’s
and treasurer,Mrs. B. Kuyers. At
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Cook ol met by Dr. Joseph Zsiros, HungSt., Holland. He served eight years
Clear the last defender out of Lansing visited her mother, Mrs. arian professor now teaching at commended that he serve the while the mothers are holding the King’s Daughters meeting last
swift pack of harriers romped off
on the staff of the state departTom'* way. Carpenter missed Frank Lighthart, Tuesday, Oct. Hope college, and John Plasman minimum sentence and that he their Blue Bird meetings.
with the Southwesternconference
Friday evening the following offiment and last year was president cross country meet Thursday affirst be given a medical examinaand
Clarence
Sterenberg
of
Cenagain, Holland 26, St Joseph 0.
17, and helped her celebrate her
cers were elected: president,Mrs.
of the National Convention Corp.
tion and hospitalization, if needed,
In the first play of the second 88th birthday anniversary. Other tral Avenue church.
ternoon over the Benton Harbor
R. Dalman; vice president, Mrs.
Last April 29, he was honored at
The 43-year-oldchemist and his and then sent to Cassidy Lake
half from scrimmage after Tasma relatives in the home were Mr.
course. Holland was a distant
E. Elzinga; secretary,Mrs. H.
testimonial dinner in Boston
had returnedthe kickoff to his and Mrs. Albert Nye of Ganges. family had been living in one 10 for schooling. Woodward is alOverzet;treasurer,Mrs. D. Berg which listed many leading military third.
40, Dahnan broke loose around
Although a Benton Harbor runDouglas school was closed by 12-foot room for five years at leged to have broken and entered
horst;
assistant
secretary
and
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
and government officialsamong ner won the race In the time of
left end to go 60 yards for a Thursday and Friday. Teachers a DP camp. During the war, they the home of his uncle and aunt,
The
Sunshine
Band
of
the treasurer, Mrs. O. Garvelink and the guests.
•ewe. The key block was thrown attended Institutein Grand Rap- fled from Hungary to Germany Mr. and Mrs. Mart Jessup.
10:48, the Maroon Giants placed
Christian Reformed church met sponsor, Mrs. D. Weemhof.
A native of Holland, he volunHe was dischaged from the Laafter the Russians took over. Ebby Armstrong who bowled over ids.
Several local women attended teered for service in World War I the next seven men to win the
in the home of Lois and Shirley
peer training school last August.
the last St Joe defender with a
meet by 19 points over the second
N. P. Steenberg closec the er had operated his own drug
the Missionary conference held at
Zoet on Monday evening.
before he was graduated from Holterrifyingblock. Ron Bekius’s Schuham cottage and left for Chi- store in Budapest, but it was seizA party honoring Ronnie Krone- the Overisel Reformed church land high school and his mother place Tigers.
ed by the Reds.
pass into the end zone was drop- cago Saturday evening.
The scores were Kalamazoo 20,
myer’s seventh birthday was last week Wednesday.
received his diploma later. He was
ped and Holland led 32-0.
The family was separated in Marriage Licenses
Benton
Harbor 39 and Holland 75.
Mr.
and
Mre.
J.
Walcott
and
held at his home last week Friamong eight students first to en- Frank Wierda and Dave Moran
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
the fleeing confusion, and later
The green-eyed monster made
family of Allendale visitedMrs. F.
day
evening.
Games
were
played
list. Among the group was WilOttawa County
'cthel Junior League
was miraculouslyreunited on a
the Dutch linemen a little envious
Knoper and Roger Friday evening. lard Leenhouts, later killed In were the best runners for the
Gerrit Lloyd Ter Beck, 20, Hol- and moving pictures were shown
highway to Germany.
of their double-stripe crossing Hat Meeting at Church
Dutch team although neither placMr.
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Vander
by Maurice Nienhuis. A twoOrginal contact between the land, and Eva Mae Frey, 17, route course lunch was served by Mrs. Molen visitedMr. and Mrs. B. D. France, for whom the local Ameri- ed in the first 10.
backfield mates and a short time
can Legion post is named. Vande
1, Hamilton; Lee A. Snyder, 23,
later, Essenburgpicked off a flat
Junior Girls League of Bethel Eber family and Central Avenue
Kronemeyer assisted by Judy Roelofs at Drenthe last week Woude was separated from his
pass and barreled 48 yards to Reformed church met for its re- church was effected by Dr. Eliza- Spring Lake, and Frances P. Ob- Nienhuis and Beverly Kronemey- Thursday afternoon.
companions and spent more than Motion to Vacate Sentence
I erloh, 19, Grand
Haven; William
•core. Carpenter converted, 39-0. gular monthly meeting Tuesday beth Balazee of Hungary,
Last Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. two years in Santo Domingo on
er. Those attendingwere Jackie
Brassard,
Jr.,
20,
Grand
Haven,
short time later, Dalman night in the church parlors.Miss spent some time in Holland last
Denied by Judge Smith
Lampen Jerrold and Raymond Ray Lamer called on their sister, the island of Haiti.
year. The DP family left Europe and Nellie Jean Hieftje,18, route
broke off his left tackle for his Angeline Lam read Scripture.
Mrs. Vander Meulen of CoopereGrand Haven (Special)
In
Nyhof,
Keith
Klaaren,
Duane
In 1929 he went to New England
2, Grand Haven; Paul Kraak, 23,
second touchdown sprint, this one
The business meeting was con- as soon as final arrangements
Brink, Earle Immink, Kendall and ville,who is confined to a Grand representinga mi dw e-stern con- an opinion filed in circuit court
route 4, Holland, and Elsie Essengoing for 62 yards. The busy Car- ducted by President Marilyn Pla- were made.
Thursday morning, Judge RayDouglas Folkert, Jerry Nykerk, Rapids hospital.
cern and in 1939 he accepted a pof
burg, 22, route 1, Zeeland.
penter converted again and it was genhoof.
Eber, well-educated in HungarOn Tuesday evening of last sition with the state civil service mond L. Smith denied a motion
Jerry Steen wyk, Lee De Witt and
46-0.
, (From Friday’s Sentinel)
week, Mr. and Mrs. S. Berghorst in the divisionof employment se- of Arthur F. Smith of Grand HaThe evening was spent making ian public schools and grammar
Johnny Welters.
Ottawa County
Late in the final stanza,Schutt toys far the mission field in Ken- schools, completed his education
and Lois visitedMr. and Mrs. G. curity. During World War II he ven, to vacate the sentenceand
Russell
Earl
Lceuw,
24.
and
snatched another flat St. Joe pass tucky.
at the University of Szeged and
Poest near Zeeland.
served on detached duty with the judgment ordered Jan. 3, 1950,
Joyce Elaine Kimball, 19, both of Wounded Soldier
and rambled 38 yards for a score.
Mrs. N. Elzinga and Marvin re- federal government in the War upon his conviction of a charge of
Refreshments were served by received a chemist’sdegree ki
Holland;
Gerald
M.
Bowen,
25,
Crpenter placementwas good and the hostesses,Misses Angeline 1929. He has worked as a chemist
cently spent a few days at the Manpower commission.
felonious assault when he was
In North Carolina
the scoring ended at 53-0.
at Tatatovaros, Budapest and route 1, Decaster, Mich., * and
and Irene Lam.
Henry Gebben home at Borculo
sentenced to serve from three to
In 1930 he married Helen P.
Stupka cleared the bench in the
Szeged, and at a Hungarian sur- Christine Kenyon, 27, Holland.
Fennville (Special) — Mr. and while the Gebbens visited their Boland of Dorchester. Their only four years at Southern Michigan
final quarter and everybody got
geon hospital. He was in charge of
son,
Nelson,
who
is
training
with
Ms. Russell Darling have received
son, John Jr., was killed in an prison,Jackson.
a chance in the game. The Dutch
a laboratory in Nordlingen, Gerto
Smith claimed he was not grantword from the Red Cross that the Air Forces at a field in Geor- auto crash in Boston Sept. 26,
rolled to an imposing460 yards,
many, and in 1946 worked at an
their son, Lewis, 20, is in the Le- gia.
1949, the day the national tylarine ed a hearing on revocation of his
409 of these on the ground. IronUNRRA hospital in Germany and
noir Naval hospital in North CarMr. and Mre. E. Velthouse, Mr. Corps league convention opened probation but in Its opinion1, the
ically enough, they were penalized
at a medical store at Schleissheun.
court stated that Smith admitted
olina.
and Mrs. H. Klynstra and Mr. and in Boston. John, Jr., was 17,
more yards in the second half
Since June, 1948, he worked at
in open court he had been found
Mr. and Mrs. Darling had pre- Mrs. H. Dys attended funeral serff
Before
becoming
department
than the Bean gained.
the IRQ area 5, General and
viously had one leter from him vices held for their uncle, Albert commandant, Vande Woude held guilty of another .offense in MusChronic hospital in Augsburg.
Plaudits to everyone.Everbody
stating he had been wounded by_a Velthouseat Holland last Friday. several positions in the Military kegon county which was the main
played the best game of the seaAt present, Eber is seeking emVisiting the W. K Kellogg plant Order of Devil Dogs, fun organlza reason his probation was revoked.
hand grenade in Korea and was
aon. The boys up front did a comployment in his line. Meanwhile,
in a hospitalin Japan. No particu- and the Bird Sanctuary at Battle tion of the Marine Corps league.
mendable job, especially in the
the family is getting used to life
lars were given of his wounds and Creek and Fort Ouster last ThursWest Spring Lake
eoond half when they stopped the
in America and Thomas is getting
no word has ever been received day were the pupils of the local
•Bear' attack cold.
well -acquaintedwith youngsters
Students
Fete
C.
Schaap
school,
Marvin
Allen,
Bob
Dalman,
from the war department.
Succumbs at Age of 78
at the local Christian school. Lit- 1
The downfield blocking was aa
*
As a result of his wounds Dar- Connie Haveman, Jay Berghorst At 75th Birthday Party
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs.
crisp as the autumn evening air.
tie Judith is not yet attending
ling was awarded the Silver Star and Eleanor Ter Horst Tliey were
Louella
Zietlow, 78, died unexschool.
. Maentz
, Armstrong , . .
and promoted from private first accompanied
- ------ r ----by the teacher,
, Miss
m<
CorneliusSchaap of 435 Col- pectedly in her home at West
•Klonjparens . . Vanden Brink
class to corporal Althoughhe was Joan Walker and Mrs. V. Allen.
lege Ave. jvas honored Thursday Spring Lake Thursday noon, Sha
• • • Young . , Hazehrook
Norman Frazier returned to his evening by a group of Hope col- had had a heart attack about a
connected with the medical deHazel
Van
Iwaarien
Kuipen . . Schutt . . Walt
partment of the Army he is re- home here Sunday following a lege students and several Hope week ago and was still bedridBuna
. Vander Yen ... EsHonored on Birthday
ceiving treatment for shock in a nine-day stay at Butterwcrthhos- graduates. The occasion was his den when an attack occurred
•enburg
. Bekius . . Tasma
Naval hospital,accordingto the pital where he wia treated for in- 75fh birthday annivesary.
Thursday.
.1
. » Carey
. Kempker. . .good.
birthday party was given
juries received In an accident
messa ge . .
The
guests were students who
She was •
in Logana. Dahnan . . TERRIFIC
Monday afternoonby Mrs. John
Corp. Darling was employed in near Bauer on Oct 7; Norman will have made their hoipe with the port, Ind., Feb. 2,, 1872.- Her hus8t Joseph (•)
Van Iwaarden in honor of her
Fremont on a fruit farm with his be in a cast for 'Severalweeks, Schaaps while attending Hope. band, John, died in 1937. She is
Ma-Kuschel. Lanier, Kesterdaughter, Hazel, who celebrated
father When he enlisted in De- having sustained a broken back. Guests were from North Bergen, survived by two stepdaughters,
ke. Edwards, Savokh
her 10th birthday anniversary.
troit in January, 1948. He was Clare Wagner of Bauer, the other N. J., Teaneck, N. J., Riverview Mrs. Stuart More of Spring Lake
Tackles— Weber, Mahany, RosThe event was at their home. 204
sent to Fort Breckenrldge, Ky„ victim of the crash, has a skull Park, N. J., Grand Haven, South and Mrs, Walter Moll of Grand
•nthal. Jones, Heppler, HenUngWest 24th St.
then to the Brtok Medical school fracture.Larry Frazier was unin- India, Pittsburgh, Pa., Canada, Haven township; also two grandMiss Edith Kruithof
w«y. WfiaoD
Games were played and prizes
• * Miss Joyce Morie Setter
jured.
in Fort San Houston hospital.
The engagement of Miss Edith
Chicago,North Muskegon and
Guards - Beckman, Gilbert, Kruithof to Bernard Berghorst is awarded to the winners. Supper
Mr. and Mrs. E; C. Setter, 57
Mr. and Mrs. ' J. Hirdes enter- Cadillac.
His parents, one filter Jean,
IfiHhouae, Schwerdt
East 16th St., announce the en- 18, two brothers, Francis 18, and tained Mr. and Mrs-H. Cheyne
announced by her parents, Mr. was served by the hostess.
During the evening, the guests
Centers—Kiapp, Weber
Guests were Judy, and Janice gagement
their daughter, Larry 10, all at home, plan to and family of Athena on Sunday brief talk in honor of Mr.
•na Mrs. Gerrit Kruithof, 368
Otten, Lois DeWaard, Patty How- Joyce Marie, to Jack L. Essenleave soon to spend a week with Oct 8:
West 18th St Mr. Berghorst is
^vid0'
presented I program of music and
«*, Judy Bos, Tlielma Terpsria, burg, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. P. Haveman re- Schaap.
their son and brother.fop wn of Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Shell,y'
Dorothy Costing,Betty Marcus, Essenburg, 15 West 20th St. The
port that their brother, William
, Phont
Berghorst, 49 Park St, Zeeland.
Mrs. Schaap, assisted by Mrs. » lut Mi
Gayle Steketee,Baitara . Kleis, announcement was made at an in- . Lake Superior, the largestTJ. 8. Dykatra, has returnedhome to
Edward Everse and Mias Esther
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
t
*U1 ^ " *v*Bt 0' Mary Lou Van Iwaarden, Joan formal dinner party given at the
lake, has an area of 8U(H> square Zeeland from Butterworth hospi- Everae, served lefreshmsnta, inOllbtrt Vi
Vander Ble and BoW^ Beach. I Setter home Thursday evening. miles.
tal and is Igain able to walk,
cluding birthday cakes.
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Saugatuck

Teacher Gives

Lots

More Color

(From Tueaday’*Srattnel)
Mrs. Albert* Riabel if visiting
a few week* in Los Angelra
Calif., guest of ber son and family, Adrian Van OrtL
Tulip
The Town and Country club's
first dance of the season win be
There's going to be mar* color
Saturday evening at Hotel Saugatuck. Hie club will meet the last in Holland, coma next Tulip 71100.
Saturday In the month instead of
A special Tulip Time planting
Friday as in previous years.
committee completed plans Mon- The Ganges Bridge club met
Monday at the home of Mrs day night for planting aa adKathryn Simon. Luncheon was ditional 100,000 bulbs in private
yards and selected locations.
served.
The special committee appointH. A. Bruce of New Baltimore,
Mich., was a guest of his mother, ed by Tulip Time Chairman C C.
Mrs. James Bruce, last week-end. Crawford consists of Mn. Fred
Mrs. George Erickson is a pati- W. Stanton,chairman, Gertrude
ent in the Community hospital, Steketee, Mrs. W. C. Kools, Park
Supt. Dick Smalknburg, William
Douglas.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Werth of H, Vande Water, Henry S. Maentz
Pullman announce the birth of a and Willard C. Wichers.
The bulbs in question are the
daughter at the Communityhos100,000bulbs which a Chamber of
pital
Floyd Thomas of Douglas is a Commerce member has Offend to
underwrite. Smallenburg and
patient in the hospital.
Miss Sandra Finch is spending Wlchen have contracted for the
the winter in the home of her fa- purchase of the bulbs, and it is the
ther, Harold Finch, in Pasadena, aim of the special committee to
have the bulbs planted in the
Calif.
MUa Virginia Hedglin and Rob- most advantageouspositions.
ert Collins of Dearborn, visited A large percentage of the bulbs
tein (Chicago), James Vet Meulen last week in the home of Mrs. Is expectedto be taken over by
local industriesfor special plant(Grand Rapids), John Klay (South Thomas Hedglin.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eric ings at schools,public places and
Gate, Calif.), George Damson,
captain (Holland), James Nelson Hall during week-end were Mr. at the industrialplants if located
in a place frequented by tourists.
assistant coach (Holland), Jack and Mrs. W. D. O’Malley, Jr.
Several thousandbulbs will be
Mr. and Mia. Frank Biller of
Schouten, Head of physical education department. Rev. Nicholas Chicago are staying at "Wick- turned over to sell to local perKeizer (Lansing) and Theodore wood” a week. They are building sons for planting in their front
Vanden Brink (Indianapolk) were a home on Main Street and are yards. This part of the program is
pUnning to make Saugatuck their undertakenby the Holland TuUp
absent from the picture.
Garden club which will stage toe
rtmanent home.
Mr; and Mrs. Ward Martin and public sale next Tuesday and
daughter Nancy, attended the Thursday,Oct 31 and Nov. I, in
footballgame at Ann Arbor Sat- the GAR room of city hall The
Sheriff
room will be open torn 9:30 to
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. I* R. Brady en- 11:30 am. and from 1:30 to 5:30
tertained over the week-end,Mr p.m.
Smallest lots to be sold will bt
and Mrs. Kenneth Folkertsma of

Scheduled Here

Views on Certain

Modern lleories

m

Mii» Hannah A. Parkyn
Writci Article Pnbliihed
In Education Journal
EffectivencMof certain modern educational theoriesk reviewed by Hannah A. Parkyn, mathematics teacher at Holland high
school, in an article entitled"The
Chaff and the Grain" which appeared this month in the Michigan EducationJournal.
Her article was an answer to
one appearingin the MEA Journal last April in which one of
Michigan's progressive educators
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characterizedold practicesaa “the
embers of a dying flame."

last

In separatingthe chaff from
the grain in present day educa
tion, Miss Parkyn Ikted four in
dictments which teachers moat
frequently make when they search

Tone

Next

‘

$

for underlying causes.
1. Many modem school systems
put a premium on immaturity.
From press and platform we are
The 1925 football squad will be Rev. Russell Damstra (New Fell (Evanston, 111.), Russell Jap- Raymond assist, coach (Holland),
exhorted to meet the child's felt
honored at the Hope annual home- York City), Leon Kleis (Hol- inga (Holland), Rev. Norman Rev. Henry Burggraaf (Waterneeds and interests, to allow him
vliet, N. Y.), Steve Wierema (Holland), Rev. Richard Elzinga
a major part in planning what coming game Saturday: Bottom (Phoenix, Ariz.), Dr William Tut- Vander Hart (Schoharie, N. Y.), land), Alvin Vanderbush,present
he will study and how he will row: (left to right) Dr. Henry J. tle (Detroit).Second row (left to Rev. Theodore Essebaggers(Rai- coach, Vernon Sampson (address
study it. Before being asked al- Masse link (Holland), Dr. William
pur, India), Herman Laug (Cbop- unknown), Rev. Dean Martin
most constantlyto make deci- Beswick (Buffalo, N. Y.), Kenneth right): Adrian Buys (Holland), ersville, Mich.), Dr. Matthew (Tarry town, N. Y.), Howard De
Cecil
Hill
(Holland),
Dr.
William
sions, our pupils are entitled to Mook (Rochester, N. Y.), Carl
Peelen (Kalamazoo), Raymond Young (address unknown). Henry
the backgroundnecessary to mak- Bovenkeric(Chicago), Thomas Peeler (Kalamazoo),Harry Cole Gouwens (South Holland, 111.).
Nyboer (deceased), Raymond De
ing them wisely.
Van Zanden (Madison, Wk.), (Charlotte, N. C.), Dr. Egbert Top row (left to right), Dr. $ru<* Young (deceased), Bernard Kas2. Much of modem education
gives to childhoodand youth a
mildly interested in that "right
Mrs. Ella Smih of Burnips has
false idea of life as they will
halfback," Dalman.
recovered from injuries received
meet it. Children don’t need drill
Makris said he thought that at work when she fell. She is able
Omit the difficultpart; they
both Bullying Bob and Ramblin’’ to work again in the factory at
with PETE BOMMARITO
won’t use it anway. They will get
1...................1
Ron have the potentialsof mak- Grand Rapids.
the work if you make it interesting top-notch Big Ten footballers.
Mrs. Ray Barnes was the reing. Don’t make them memorize
Lean and hard, after the stren- frame. He won 10 games in the
Both are strong, powerful run- cent visitor at the home of her
multiplication tables. They don’t uous 200-game Pacific Coast last two months.
100 bulbs for $3.75, a price considZeeland.
ners. both pack enough weight. brother and family.
need to be able to find the cost league baseball campaign, angular
erably under market price. WichAsked who the toughest batter
Bruner-Frehse
Post
No.
137,
Sheriff's departmentofficers
Mrs. Elmer Smith and daughter
of a number of pounds and ounces George Zuverinkk back in Hol- he had faced in the PCL, George (Tasma 185, Dalman 175). Both
American
Legion and American ers said local dealers and importtoday
investigating
five
break-ins
are defensive bullwhips and dead- of Dorr were callersat the home
at so much a pound; the grocery land during the off season. It was answered.
Legion Auxiliary held a joint ers were most co-operative in enly tacklers. Both are fast, break- of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. at partially constructed houses
store will figure that.
"There were plenty of rough
a very successfulyear for George,
meeting at the Legion hall Mon abling the committeeto make the
We hold no brief for classes who k the last game of the sea- boys but if I had to name one I’d away type runners who are dan- Ray Raab, on Thursday.
on Glendale St. in the Waverly day evening. It was travel night bulbs available to the public at
gerous from any spot on the
Clifford,13-year-oldson of Mr.
needlesslydull, but let us rememson, notched hk 20th win.
pick Oakland shortstop Artie Wilsection, with loot estimated at and some fine movies, taken by a a reduced price.
and Mrs. Gerrit Harmson of near $500 Involved.
ber the concert musicianspends
Persons buying the bulbs will
Word has it, and through reli- son.” (Wilson is the hard-hitting field. ’
Legion member, were showif.
Tasma should be in the running Burnips was accidentally shot in
hours daily in practice, football able sources, that George will be Negro who recently was sold to
The
thefts were discovered
Mrs.
L.
P.
Maurer,
mother
of be asked to sign an agreement to
for All-State honors.
teams rehearse their plays repeat- firing that high, hard one at Am- the
the legs while hunting with his when workmen reported to their
York Giants in a big
Mrs. Robert Crawford, has re- plant the bulbs In their own yards.
brother on Monday, Oct. 16. He
edly, the housewife prepares three
erican league batters next season. deal) .
building jobs Saturday morning, turned to her home in Buffalo, This Is to forestallbuying bulbs
meals daily, and week after week The Cleveland Indians, after just
was given medical treatment for sheriff’s officersreported today.
to send elsewhere.
But everyone wants to know,
N. Y.
the wage samer often does just a so-so year are going to re-build "what’s with Wakefield.”
the removal of pellets in both
Garden club members will be on
The thieves unlocked three of the
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford and
one small operation on the mass
legs. He is now at his home 2
"Well he got a hit off me the
and Hank Greenberg, Tribe genhouses and the other two con- children drove to Buffalo for the hand to give advice on planting,
production line over and over eral manager,is on record as say- first time up, but after that he
miles northwest of Burnips.
(From Monday’* Sentinel)
tained skeleton framework.
week-end. She and the children what type of tulip is recommendagain.
ed for particularlocations,and
The Women’s Missionary asso- The November meeting of the
ing that Zuverink k one of the was duck-soup," George said. "He
Included in the loot were kitch- will remain for a longer visit
3. AH too often modem educaboys he is planning on for next was up to his old tricks of loaf- ciation of the Burnips Pilgrim Women’s Society for Christian en hardware,paints and brushes,
Members
of the Methodist Sun- how to care for the beds after
tional practices give to pupils a
Service of the Burnips Methodist
season.
ing and wouldn’t face left hand- Holiness church held an all-day
tools, electric motor, radio, build- day school and their friends will planting.
false evaluation of themselves and
church will be held in the home
George should make the grade. ers. He was easy if you kept your meeting Wednesday in the home
ing hardware,plumbing fixtures, be entertained at a Halloween
their abilities. Motivated by the
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brenner
IJe is an overpowering type of fast one high and inside and of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Twining
keg of nails, roofing paper, vac- party in the church social rooms,
idea that a school failure is disasof Burnips.
Members
hurler with all the pre-requisites curved him low and inside. But of route 1, Byron Center. A potuum cleaner and other materials. Saturday evening, Oc. 28. Hie Local
trous, administratorsview low
Mr. and Mrs. William Miller
of which great pitchers are made. he could murder an outsidepitch." luck dinner will be served at noon
One
plumbing
fixture, which al
evening
will
be
spent playing Cnests of BN Chapter
grades with deep concern, and ofchildren and Mrs. Ruth SamHe is tall, strong, with a pow- "Wakefield has all the attri- by Mrs. Lily Twining. The busi- and
ready was - installed, was torn games. Refreshments will be
ten the teacher k made to feel
berson were recent shopper* in
butes of being a great ball play- ness and devotional meeting was
erful pah* of hands. .
Members of BW chapter, PEO
from its place in the bathroom. served.
that It k she who has failed.
Allegan.
His durabilityk attested by the er,” George maintained. "But he’s held in the afternoon, in charge
Library
hours
for the winter sisterhood of Holland were guests
The
houses
involved are being
Where the tradition k “no one
of Mrs. Clare Leow; president. Mrs. Augusta Ebmeyer of Bur- constructed by William Oonk, months are 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on of chapter BN, Kalamazoo,Mon*
fact that he led his team, the just too erratic.”
faik," many cultivatethe habit of
George
throws from a three- A short-missionary program was nips was a recent visitor in the Ray Bolskoll,Don Ver Beek, Ger Saturdays.
San
Diego
Padres, in the number
day evening.
"getting by."
home of her son and family in
of innings pitched. He was team quarter delivery and has develop- presented.
After dinner at the Arcadia
rit
Kappinga
and
Russell
MichCheer
leaden
chosen
at
the
4. In striving for discipline from
There was no school for the Lansing.
leader the year before with AA ed more speed since joining the
mershuizen.
Saugatuck high school Friday are Brook House and in Infoitnal
within, the present trend k to
Mrs.
Henry
George
of
Burnips
Oklahoma City of the Southern Padres. His big problem is an oc- children of Burnips last Monday
Jean Anderson, Claire Knapp, program. Miss Elizabeth IJchty,
underestimatethe importanceoi
had relatives as her guests Sunafternoon.
association in racking up a 16-7 casional lack of control.
Dorothy Flato and Carolyn Carr. dean of women at Western Michdiscipline from without In me
"But Tresh worked hard with
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Moored of day.
Last year the Saugatuck cheer igan college and a member of
war years, with fathers in service record.
Mrs.
Augusta
Ebmeyer
of BurHe
has had the benefit of good me and I was getting the ball Burnips were guests of honor at
leaden
won the Al-Van cheer Chapter BN, took toe guests on
and mothers in factories,many
over during the last part of the a reception in the Salem Town- nips was a recent shopper in Alleaden trophy for the best cheer a tour of the two new women’s
children received little discipline prepping from such masters as
legan.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Vander
dormitories on the Western Michfrom without Now the schools Mike Tresh, former major league season." His earned run average ship Community hall in Burnips
Mr. and Mrs. J. Newell and Zwaag and son and daughter of leaden In the Al-Van conference.
was a steady 3.68. He pitched Friday evening, Oct. 13. They
All high school girls are invited igan campus. Miss Uchty k lot*
are reaping the harvest Discipline backstop with the White Sox and
family
entertained relatives last Spring Lake, wore Sunday visitto a meeting in the high school, mer Hope college dean of women.
k no new problem; teachers in all Indians, and Del Baker, field boss three shutouts, including several were married in August. A pro- Wednesday.
ors at the home of their mother,
gram was. presented. A wedding
Local members attending were
ages have faced it What k new of the Padres his past season,and low hit games.
Prayer service was held at the Mrs. C. Vanden Bosch, Central Wednesday at 8 p.m. If there are
George plans to do some bas- cake was served to the guests.
10 girls Interested in establishing th Mesdams Irwin J. Lubbers, W#
k the way in which the teacher's rumored as a possibility for the
A. Parker home last Wednesday Ave.
a Horizon campfire organization, Curtis Snow, H. J. H&vericacnp,
fundamental authority to main- managerial harness of the Indians. ketball officiating during the Mrs. Moored Is the former June in Monterey Center.
Mrs. J. Boeve, South Maple St.,
Winning 20 games in the tough winter. Also a part time job with Brenner, daughter of Mr. and
tain an atmosphere conduciveto
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Mitchell and Is visitingher children,Sgt. and a group will be organized with George Damson, George Kotten,
some hunting and fishing on the Mrs. Dan Brenner of Hopkins and
Lester Kuyper, Duffleld Wade,
study k questioned.It k, I believe, PCL is no mean accomplishment.
daughter, Barbara, former Bur- Mrs. Donald J. Cliffman, at El Miss Rita Ziegler, group advisor.
he is he son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Mn.
C.
C.
Corkill entertained Adrian Buys, William Schrier and
the disciplineproblem more fre- Only seven Coast league chuckers side.
Moored of Burnips. Mrs. Moor- nips residens who arc now living Paso, Texas for several weeks.
with a luncheonat her home on E. V. Hartman.
quently than financialconsddera- were able to accomplish the feat,
in Allegan, will move into the upMr. and Mrs. Robert Waterman
The
ambitious
football
eyes
of
ed
Is the primary school teacher
and
that
with
the
benefit
of
playtions that drives potentiallycapstairs apartment of the Keith of Three Rivers spent several day* Holland St. for members of the
ing 45 more games than the ma- Michigan State college were on in the Burnips school. He Is emIn
able teachers into other fields.
Hyde home. They will occupy the last week visiting relatives in Zee- board of Mothen club Monday. Art Hii-m
the piston-drivinglegs of Holland ployed by the Consumers Power
Plans were completed for the reMerely to state indictments jor leagues.
apartment vacated recently by land.
Gsnsratlon
The chances are, that Zuverink high’s crackling fullback, Bob Co. in Allegan.
ception the club is giving Monday
against modem educational trends
Mrs. Thelma Fuller, who moved
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vander
would
have
skyrocketed
to
the
Tasma
during
Friday’s
massacre
On
Tuesday
prayer
and
praise
evening,
Oct.
30,
for
teachers
k futile. The real question that
to the home vacated by Mr. and Zwaag and children and Mrs.
service was held in the home of
confronts us is this: What can we top winning pitcher in the league of hapless St. Joseph.
Mrs. Alfred Boerman of Burnips. Kate Brink and Mrs. Effie Van- and members of the board of eduThese eyes saw Bob shine as al- Mrs. Layton of Monterey Center.
cation at the high school.
do to turn the tide? The following had not faulty support from his
den Bosch visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brower of
The Commercial-Recordhas asft you do not
suggestions are offered with great mates at times cost him several ways, both on defense and ofMartin Trapp at Benzonia in their
sumed sponsorship of the annual
believe in conhesitancy, for suggestion k easier games. The jittery Padres set a fense, in performingwith his us- Burnips had guests at their home Zeeland Church Filled
new
home
last
week.
tlnuoui warpublic Halloween parade and par
than performance,but by honest new record for fieldingmkplays ual grade A brand of all-state Wednesday.
Mrs. P. Brink of Spring Lake
Mr. and Mrs. John McDowell of For Children’s Hoar
fare, then Meet
attempts we at least “deliverour and were the worst fielding nine football.
ty held each year. The announceThird Christian Reformed Is visitingrelatives in Zeeland ment was made by Jack Janis.
But the Spartan ivory hunter, Burnips have made several trips
on the coast
a Congress on
souls."
Tuesday. NovGeorge toiled a total of 281 in- in the person of George Makris, to call on their daughter, Mar- church, Zeeland, was filled to ca- this week, including Dr. and Mrs. The big event has the coopera1. If we are to save our pupik
J. A. Van Kley, Mrs. Nellie Poest
ember 7, which
from the tyranny of their own im nings in winning his 20 and drop- assistantfreshmen coach and garet who submitted to surgery pacity Friday afternoon for the
tion of the Douglas Athletic club
second annual Children’sHour, and Mrs. Effie Vanden Bosch. and the Saugatuck-DouglasLions
will, as soon as
maturity, it is not enough to keep ping 14. The free-swingingPadres, State boxing coach, got a glint of at the hospital last week.
1
consistent
sustained mid-season sizzlingRon Dalman, who sparkThe Burnips Methodistchurch sponsored by the Women's Mis- Mrs. Brink was Kate Van Kley of club and will be Tuesday evening,
educational policiesin the hands after
with our nationsionary Union of Christian Re- Zeeland before her marriage.
of adults: We must help our pu slump which saw them drop pre- led to the finest performance of Women's Society for Christian
Oct. 31.
Mrs. M. C. Ver Hage and
al security, get and keep us out ot
formed churchesin Holland, Zeepils to attain maturity by gradual cariously close to the second divi- any Dutch back this season in the Service met Wednesday in the
There was a square dancing war unless our national welfare
daughter,
Cecelia,
spent
a
few
land
and
vicinity.
Mrs.
William
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barnes
ly enlargingthe fields in which sion, finished a scant four games St. Joe blood-letting!
party at All Sainta church in the
and security make war necessary.
of the pennant winning pace set
In a post-game coffee kletz ses- of Burnips. Dinner was served at Van Pcursem of Holland, Union days last week in Dearborn visitwe allow freedom of choice.
house given by the choir,
ing Mrs. Nell Dryden.
president,
presided
at
the
meetby
Oakland
Oaks.
sion
at
Bob
Stupka’s
after
the
noon
by
the
hostess.
Mrs.
Barnes,
2. If pupik are to be prepared
evening for young Common sense demands that we
Lois Bos and Judith Newell
And George went the way of his game, Makris. Stupka’s team- president, presided at the devo- ing.
to meet life as it is, we must in
le of the church and their prepare to meet any nation or
were
leaders
at
the
Junior
ChrisSpeaker for the event was Mrs.
every way possible try to make club, slumping in mid-year, but mate on the Wisconsinteams of tional and business meeting.
group of nations which may
friends.
Mrs. Roy Barnes returnedto Edward A. Van Baak of Bauer, tian Endeavor meeting at the
real to them the satisfactionthat finishingstrong in copping 12 of the mid-forties,made no secret
Followingare the new officers threaten our security or welfare.
First
Reformed
church
Sunday
There is a limit to what any
comes from work well done, the his last 13 games. The 14th was that MSC is seriouslyseeking the her home in Burnips last week former missionaryto China. She
for the Chamber of Commerce,
afternoon.
after spending several days at her told the children about her trip to
thrill attendant upon proving one- kicked away by teammates in grid services of Tasma.
Saugatuck- Douglas: President, nation as well as the individual
A candlelight installation serChina by airplane and of her lanBut he was also more than home in Indiana.
self master of a difficult task, and committing four errors in one
Raleigh Kline; vice president, Mrs. can do. President Hoover last
guage study in China. She also vice for officersand committee Frank Paul; second vice presi- week told us that 166 millionpeothe glbry of final triumph in the
contrasted the lives of Chinese chairmen was held at the Second
ple cannot by war control the
face of seeming defeat. No footdent, Mrs. Emily Lamb; third vice
thoughtsand actions of 860 milboys and girls with those of Amer- Reformed church Intermediate CE
ball team ever developed its greatpresident,Joe Volkers; fourth vice
for
meeting Sunday evening.
lion.*
ican children.
est strength merely by winning
president,Dale Crowe; treasurer,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J. A. Jackaon of
Mrs.
Clarence
Flietstra
of
Rusk
a series of easy victories, nor will
Lorin Shook; secretary, Henry
Paul Hoffman,who has been diconductedthe song service, accom- Dayton, Ohio, were recent visitors
our pupils develop their full menHopper.
recting the expenditure of the bilat
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
panied
by
Mrs.
J.
Witteveen,
ortal potentialities by studying what
lions of Marshall Plan dollars,
ganist, and Mrs. John H. Brink, Louis Hendricks, Centennial St.
they learn easily.
added that we could not indefinA regular meeting of the Sec- Anne Essenberg Bride
trumpeter.Mrs. Brink also play3. If we wish our pupils to
itely continue to extend aid to
ond
Reformed
church
Ladies'
Aid
ed
trumpet
solos.
Two
vocal
solos
learn to evaluate themselves,
Great Britain and other natlona;
were presented by Oirissie Ny- society will be held Thursday af- Of Traverse City
their work and their abilities honthat other nations must help
kamp and a trio of eighth graders ternoon in the church parlor*.
estly, we must be honest in the
Mias Anne Essenberg, 22 East themselves.
in Holland Christian Junior high, Mrs. David De Bruyn will be in
evaluations we make. Few of us
Ninth St., became the bride of
Common sense demands that we
sang two numbers. Members were charge of devotions. Hostesses Verne L. Elliott of Traverse City,
enjoy giving grades, yet parents
do not so weaken ourselves, either
are
Mrs.
Harmon
Den
Herder
an!
Connie
Holkeboer,
Yvonne
Tubershould have some way of knowing
in an afternoon ceremony Oct 14
by the giving of our dollars and
gan and Janice Mokma, accompan- Mrs. E. M. Den Herder.
our estimate of their children’s
at the Chapel in the warden, An- natural resource#, or, more ImThe Young People’s Adult class
ied by Eleanor Grevengoed.
achievementin subject matter.
gola, Ind. The Rev. Glenn Utter- portant than all, our manpower,
Calvin Hoogstra led offertory of Second Reformed church is
4. And what of discipline?First
back officiatedat the double ring that we will be unable not only
prayer and closing prayer was sponsoring a banquet Wednesday
of all, we must strive to be well*
to help others, bet to defend our*
given by Mrs. Arthur Hoogstrate, evening Nov. 1 at 6:30 p.m. All
dkdpUned ourselves— to keep our
The bride is toe daughter of selves.
young
people
of
the
church
are
inboth of Holland.
promises even at the cost of
Mn. Jennie Essenburg,22 East
The offering of $130.18 will be vited to attend.
great personalinconvenience, to
Since you first sent me to ConNinth St, and the groom is a son
given for missionary work in
accept the difficult task without
of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Elliott of gress — an honor which is greatly
Japan.
complaint,to keep our tempers
appreciated and for which please
Faculty Vroawen Have
TraverseCity.
under control,to abide by regula
Children attending expressed a
Attendingthe couple were Mr. accept my thanks— I have, I hope,
served you faithfully and well aldesire to have a meeting again Basineu Meet, Program
tions to do "what ought to > be
and Mn Harry Daubenepeck of ways in every way vigorouslyand.
next year.
done when It ought to be done
Faculty Vrouwen met last Wed- Holland.
without fear seeking to protect
whether we want to do it or not.*
nesday evening at the home of
The bride wore a white wool your welfare, the independence
Setting a good example k not
Mrs.
George
E.
Kolien.
drees with navy blue accessories and securityof our Republic.
Dr. Hawhmson Speaks
enough.
Mrs. C. C Crawford, president, and a corsage of red roses. Mrs.
At
Day Assembly
conducted a business meeting pre- Daubenspcck wore
Most humbly but most
pink enDr. Ella Hawklnaon, head of the ceding the program.
Mu. Fletcher Horten
semble with Mack accessories.ly, my request le that yon send
history and politicalscience de- Music was furnished by the Hol- Her corsage was of yellow roses. me back to Congress with aa overFor Merry Janet Clab
partment at Hope college, was land high school girts’ trio, BarMr. and Mrs. Elliott are living whelming majority so that other
Mrs. Lee Fletcher, 161 River
jurat speaker at a United Nations bara Van Huis, Betty Schepers at Trailer Haven, Lansing, where Congressmen may be less fearful
Hills Dr., entertained the Merry
day assembly prognuu during the and Mary Ann Knooihuizen, who the. groom is a student in the of opposing unreasonable requests
Janes club at her home Tuesday
chapel period at Holland high sang several selectionsaccom- school of Journalismat Michigan of pressure groups, encouraged to openly and more vigorouslyget to
afternoon. Dessert was served by
homecoming queen will be queen will be selected by a stu- Baker, junior, of Upper Mont zchool this morning.
panied by Lois Ann Van Huis. State college.
protect the welfare of AM, toe
the hostess preceding a brief bus- chosen from this group of Hope dent-faculty committee. The oth- Clair, N.J.,
Andy
Sail,
president
of
the
senMrs.
George
Lumsden
introduced
Mary Schrier,
iness meeting conductedby Mrs. college coeds «t a pep rally Fri- ers will serve as the queen’s court.
ior
class, presided and Mayor K. the girls.
COSTUME
DANCE
PLANNED
sophomore,of Muskegon.In the
Walter Van Bemraelen, president day night on the college athletic The candidates were introduced at
Don Jacobusse read scripture.
Speaker
Mrs. Robert Allegan (Special)— Best cos- deuce, the future, of our
Gaines were played and prizes field. The queen will reign at a pep aaaembly this morning at bottom row are Helen TinkienDr. Huwkinson explained the Moore, native of England who has tumes at the public square dance
awarded to Mrs. Qiaries Scott homecoming festivities this week- the college.
berg, freshman, of Forres ton, HI.; organizationof the United Na- lived in toe United States toe last hi Griswold auditoriumSaturday
Sincerely,
end, highlightedby the Hopeand Mia. William Lindsay.
Seated ia the back row, left to Ann Pleune, freshmen, of Temple, tions, the aims and objectivesand five years. She gave an interest- evening; Oct 28, wffi receive
CLARE K. HOffMAN,
It was announced the next Adrian. football game Saturday
Tex., and Joyce Van Drunen, soph- some of the accomplishments, em- ing talk on her homeland.
prizes. Sponson are the MUmt
right, are Yvonne De Loof, junior,
<Yoir
omore, of South Holland, HL Lois phasizing the fact that the UN is
meeting will be aHaloweenpartyafternoon.
Refreshments were served by
Two girls from each class were of HoUand; Lynn Van Weelden, England, a senior from Chicago, the greatest instrumentin tie Mrs. Joseph Moran, Mr*. Ed wffl turn over proceeds to the 4-H
Oct. 31 at the home of Mrs. Vir(Pel Adv.)
elected by popular vote end the senior, of Kalamazoo; Barbara also a candidate, fs not pictured. world today for world peace.
gil Johns, 517 Lakewood Bivd.
Damson and Mrg Crawford.
camp fund.
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Sunday School

trix or Heterodon Platyrhinua)
And the kst we know, it's prob-

VOLLEYS

Lesson

ably still at large.
To aid in swallowingtoads and

frogs which have puffed them-

October 29, 1950

selves up, thia make is equipped
with a set of teeth in the rear of
its jaw to puncture its victims.

Growing Through Reading and
Meditation
Acts 17:10-12; I Timothy 4:12-16

It

was Bacon who said

reading

made

that
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"Where’svolleys" and so the Sentinel news room la getting down
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about some of
the activities of
and neck by inhaling air.
Congress In the last session and
the Far Eastern situation, at a
meeting of Kiwanis club Monday
hight in the Warm Friend Tavern.
Ford said that tome of the main
things Congress has done in the
last year and a half included Increasing taxes $5 billion and appropriating $20 billion as well as
turning over to the President
more authority in the domestic
economy than any other president
^

a full man, writ-

man and speaking a
man. He could have added

ing an exact
ready

il^

AMBUSH

By Henry Geerlingv

Rep. Ford Speaks

It

I

_

Tfee Home «f the
to that by saying that meditation
Hollend C'lty New*
to buiineca in sorting out the little
Published Every Thurs- made a wise man. There never
tidbits that belong in such a calm.
lay.by the Sentinel was a time when it was easier for
It isn’t that we’ve forgotten.It’s
PrlaUtyr Ca Office 54-56 one to realize Bacon's ideal than
West Eighth Street, Holjust that putting the little morthe present. Books are many,
land, Michigan.
sels on paper takes a speciallightcheap and accessible. And if a perhearted frame of mind which is
Entered as second class matter at
often dulled in the press of such
the post office at Holland, Mich., son will choose wisely, work hard,
wider the Act of Congress,March 3, he will be soon informed on some
activity as poliUcs, Community
ever has had.
1879,
department of human learning.
Cheat, Board of Supervisors, elecIn telling about errors made by
There
is
no
doubt
about
the
w. A. BUTLER, Business Manager
tions, Newspaper Week, Single Sothe administration,with leaders
amount of reading that is done,
lidtation Plan, Fire Prevention
requesting that bygones be byTelephone—News Items 3193
but we doubt if sufficienttime
Week. . .Cheer up, EducationWeek
Advertising and Subscriptions, 3191
gones, Ford said, "Unless we peris given to meditation. If there
is coming soon!
form an autopsy on come of the
The publisher shall not be liable were more serious, purposeful
Here are a few of the tidbits
things that have transpired in the
for any error or errors In printing
meditation there would be a wiser
collected.
any advertisingunless a proof of
past, we have no basis on what to
world.
such advertisementshall have been
predict in the future. If you don’t
obtainedby advertiser and returned
To meditate means to think upPolice Officer Don Oosterbaan
know what made these errors, you
by him In time for correction with on a certain matter, especially
baa revised hit approach in Insuch errors or correctionsnoted
are never going to correct the difstructions for operator’s licenses
plainly thereon; and In such case if with a view to planning about it.
ficulties hereafter."
any error so noted la not corrected, There are any number of things
at police headquarters. Some time
Touching upon the Far Eutern
publishers liability shall not exceed that will seek to keep us from
ago he told a youthfulapplicant,
such a proportion of the entire space
situation,Ford predicted contingetting
the
message
of
the
Bible
"Put
your
John
Henry
there.”
occupied by the error bears to the
ued unrest for that aection of the
whole space occupiedby such adver- even if we read it
And the youth dutifully wrote
world. He said there are approxitisement
The whole interestof heart and
"John Henry."
mately 800 million people in the
mind
should
go
into
the
reading
Now Oosterbaan aays, "Sign
TOMB OP 8UB8CUPTION
Far East, Including China, who
One year |2A0; Six months IL28; of the Bible for it is the revelayour name there."
have not as yet made up their
three months 75c; Single copy 5c. tion God has given of Himself.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
minds which philosophy of governOF COURSE, IT was about the
will be promptly discontinuedIf not There are many people today who
ment they should believein. Ford
renewed.
never have taken the time to
time a Bob Hope comedy was playsaid "Because China and the Far
Subscriberswill confer a favor by open the Bible and read it and
ing in Holland, but newsroom funreporting promptly any Irregularity
East are greatly undeveloped, as
meditate. There are those who
sters wrote a new headline for a
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
far as natural resources are conhave a hazy idea of the worth of
picture of the Holland police piscerned, whereas we and the people
tol team which printed a bit
the Bible. They admit it is a good
of Europe have just about exIMPORTANT BUT NOT
book but they have strange nolight that day. The new headline:
DRAMATIC
hausted the natural resources,the
'’Palefacesin Fancy Pants."
tions as to what it contains
struggle today is for these people
With seven issues to be decided
Every once in a while some col
and their resources.”
by the voters of Holland at the lege or high school makes a test
ANOTHER OBSERVATTON in
Ford emphasized the need for a
November election, said voters and asks some particular class
a recent wedding atory: a trip to
bi-partisanforeign policy. "Where
should give detailedstudy to them number of Bible questions.The
the Bad Lands and the Black
this policy hu existed in Europe,
all Actually there are 13 ques- ridiculous 'answers are a sad comHills. It Just couldn’t be that bad.
we are not at war. We should
tions that will confront the local mentary on the lack of Bible in
up a true bi-partiaanforeign polivoters; the referedum issue, one struction.There is no excuse for
SENTINEL
CARcy with men like Sen. Vandenberg,
«f the seven, is divided into four this. We have the Bible. There
RIER informed reporters they
Gen. MacArthur and Rep. Walter
parts, and the seventh question is is no restrictionupon its use. The
should revise their estimate* of
Judd contributing their ideas radivided into three parts, each one best of sound Bible teaching has
loss at the fire at the Northern
ther than not be accepted so to
of which calls for a decision.
Fibre Products Co. in Zeeland the
been given to us and yet we go on
speak," Ford concluded.
The result is that many vot- yeai; after year without increas
According
to
Ray
Van
latter part of September. The SenHert ia a combination of trooa In all forma. Tha
aeaaon of tha year. Thia picture was taken looking
ers will go to the polls without ing our knowledge of the great
#
tinel had placed the estimated loss Vusse, 652 Whitman Ave.,
row of maplos down the avonue still shows Its
north
on
Washington
Blvd. from 16th tt. It la In
having gathered adequate infor- revelationmade to us.
at $60,000 to $75,000. Gene Borg- knows all about snakes, birds and /
best holiday dress. Tha elm in the center has
front of Kaaton W. William* home at 229 West
mation on which to base several
f’dfsf’
horst, Sentinel carrier in Zeeland, whatnot,the hog nosed snake
The Jewish people were the alreadyshed Its leaves, and the tree at the right is
Hth SL
ct the decisions they are called Bible people. From time immein the south and
______________
stud it should be $60,003 to $75,- quite common
an evergreen that won’t ehanga a great dsai any
(Sentinelphoto)
upon to make. Some of the issues morial they have given themwest but not seen too frequently
(From Wednesday’s Sentteel)
have been more or kss drama til- selves to study and meditation. In
His big flashlightwith brand around here. It lives on toads, The Christian Endevor society
and Saturday m the home of her new batterieawas confiscated in frogs and tadpoles.It receives its of the Reformed church met
ed. Thus most voters will have Jesus’ time every Jew was supparents.
made up their minds about whom posed to give himself to the study
the fire fighting and it wasn’t re- name from its upturned pig-'ike Tuesday evening. The Rev. MaiThe Senior Christian Endeavor
to ehooae for governor, and even of the word. Secular occupations
\
snout which it usfs to rout out ren was leader and hfc subject
service was in charge of Miss Elwhom to choose for some of the were incidental while the spirittoads and frogs which have buried was "As Ye would."
aine Sternberglast Sunday with
other offices. Personalitiesare alSEVERAL PERSONS called at- themselves just below the surface On Thursday evening members
ual was supposed to be parathe subject,"Let Him Deny Him tention to the error in the Sen- to escape.
ways dramatic in their very nat- mount. Until this last decade the
of the local
E. attended the
self." The junior high CE group tinel’s Oct. 6 banner headline in
ure.
After being photographed, Hog Goleden Chain roller skating party
Jewry of Europe on study as the
considered the tame topic with which the word "sow” was apell- Nose was given to some newspa- in the Zeeland coliseum.
But some of the issues that must
Those beautiful leavaa are gohighest objective of life for their
be decided have been more or toss
Marilyn Hansen and Shirley ed ’%ew.” One reader tofe off the perboys. They let him go.
The Holland and Allegan unions
children. The noblest thing a Jew ing .. . going .... going . . .
Schipper as leaders.
buried. There is the question of
top part of the page and mailed it
were their guests.
ish son could attam to was to
Anybody
who
hasn’t
taken
a
At the evening service of the to the office with the notation,in
the proposed new charter. That minister in the law and be a rabMr. and Mrs. Ivan Wolters of
local Reformed church, Sylvia red pencil,"Did they do it with
hsue has not been dramatisedin bi. This passion for study has in color tour this year had better
Holland were Sunday evening
hurry
and
take
a
quick
trip
the present campaign so far. But
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) Slagh of North Holland sang two needle and thread?”
guests of their parents Mr. and
the last generation been trans- through the highways and by(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
that does not mean that it is not
The King's Daughters Mission- •elections.
Mrs. Stanley Woltera. They also
posed from religious pursuits to ways. While some tree* still boast
Mr. and Mr*. John Pelcn of
important To the average HolSunday the Rev. H. Rosenberg attended church services.
A
JUNIOR
HIGH
English class
secular research.
ary
group
of
the
local
Reformed
of colorful autumn drew, others
East Holland were guests in the
land citizen it will probably make
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Strabbing
The growth of higher criticism already are devoid of foliage.
church met in the home of Rose- home of Mr. and Mrs. George Rig- sent a beautifullyworded apology of Central Park filled a classical
far lees differencein the long run
to the Sentinel after returning appointment at the Reformed from Hamilton were Sunday
in the last decades brought spir
As
for
the
leaves,
if
they’re
not
mary Tanis for the October meet- terink on Sunday evening, also
whether a Democrat or a Repubsome type metal which youngsters church.,
guests of Mrs. Martin Kroneitual death to the church in Eurabove they’re underfoot.
lican occupies the governor's chair
ing, with Shirley Iteimink presid- attending the aervke of the local had thought wasxcrap, and theremeyer Lois and Ruth and attendope because it cut off the life line
And
that’s
where
the
rake
brichurch.
Thursday
evening
the
Sunday
in Laming than it does whether
fore free souvenirs.The metal was
ed church services with them.
of the faith program. Faith and gade takes over. The ambitious ing and Donna Rankens in charge
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Rankens scrap in the sense that its use school teachers meeting will be
we keep the old charter or adopt spiritual quickening go hand
Rev. and Mrs. John Bartell of
lawn tender faithfullyrakes the of devotions. Miss Reimink con- have moved into their new home
the proposed new one.
Oiat day was over, but such metal held at the church parlors. Mrs. PostvilleIowa, returned home
hand. The fruit of faith is right- leav« while his neighbor takes ducted the mission study on Duke,
on Southwest St. and Mr. and is melted and used over and over
Such an issue affects every ineousness. When people reject the life easy. Then comes a gust of N. M. The handwork activities of
Dick Vriesma of Western semin- Monday morning after spendii*
Mrs. John Grissen have purchased
dhridualcitizen in many ways, and
again. The Sentinel k always glad
faith way they become blinded to
the
group
have
been
completed
ary has been invited as speaker, a few days with their mother,
wind
and
the
neighbor's
yard
is
the
property
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mythose ways very personal and dirthe righteousness goal. Their dear and the faithfulguy starts and a box will be packed at the ron Folkert in the same vicinity. to have classes visit.The big com- tures of Netherlands, England and Mrs. H. J. Hoffman.
ect Yet it seems safe to assume
posing room is a fascinatingplace
Maggie Dampen spent a few
minds become entangled in the all over again.
November meeting to be sent to
Mrs. M. Ten Brink entered Butthat most of us have given far
—even
the employes who have other places of interest,at the days in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
works philosophy.They become
a
mission
station.
So far this season, the leaf loadterworth hospitalon Monday
loss attention to this issue than
local Reformed church.
Sander Lankheet and family in
easy prey to the god of this er of the street department has
Mr. and Mrs. William Roelo(s where she expected to undergo woriied there umpteen years think
we have to the choice of a governMr. and Mrs. Ericksonof De- Holland last week.
so.
world.
and
Mr.
and
Mts.
Joe
Hagels- major surgery on Tuesday for a
been
putting
in
long
hours
color. So let's get out your copy and
troit were week-end visitors at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boes and
A Christian ought to be inform- lecting leaves deposited on the kamp motored to Fremont last spinal ailment
study it There should be no disthe Rev. B. W. Lammers home,
THIS
ONE
IS
strictly
corny.
family and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
ed in regard to the things for curbs. The leaves for the most Sunday, the former couple to visit
Justin
Dubbink
has
recovered
positionof couise to ignore state
City Assessor William Koop i, Mr. and Mrs. A. Westra and Dampen all of Holland were Sunwhich the church stands. Jesus part have remained dry, keeping with Mrs. Bert Poll and the latter from an appendectomy at Holissues and state personalitiesin
daughterSharoh of Byron Center day evening guests of -Mr. and
was a great reader a* we see the leaf loader busily sucking up couple visiting their aunt, Mrs. land hospital and has returned walked into the clerk’s office a
the election,but more attention
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Herman
few
days
ago
and
asked
for
aspiiv
Mrs. Alfred Lanipen, and attendfrom His quotationsand so also the piles. When leaves become Jennie Harmsen. They also at- •home.
to the local issues that have bein since he felt he was coming Van Klompenberg Sunday after- ed church aervices with them.
was
the
apostle Paul. When he wet or packed down, the loader tended servicesat the First
Canisters have been placed ki
cause of their very nature failed
noon.
down with a cold.
Mrs. Ed Veldhuis entertained
was In prison he wrote to a friend cannot operate efficiently.
Christian Reformed church.
local business places for contribu
to stir the imagination would be
Mr. and Mr*. Chauncy Moor- the following ladies Thursday afJanet Fik asked "Negative or
urging
him
to
bring
his books. He
Local
Boy
Scouts
of
Troop
33
Persons raking leaver to the
tk>ns to the local Boy Scout troop.
wholesome.
man
of
Denver,
Colo,
have
rePositive?”
ternoon:Mrs. Henry Top, Mr*.
Mrs. B. Wedeven Is confined
TWs issue and some others like studied them so much that a Ro- curb are asked to remove dead who were awarded merit badges
turned home after apending sevBill said, "Huh?”
Sena Schipper, Mrs. H. J. Hoffman
officer thought he was in- branches, since the leaf loader is and ranks at the Chippewa dis- by illness in the home of her son’s
it have a way of almost going by
She explained, "Do the eyes eral days with their mother, Mrs. man, Mrs. Herman Arink and
default They concern the peo- sane. He could not live without not equipped to take them In trict camporee hold at the Beech family, Mr. and Mrs. H. Wedeven. have it or the nose?"
Minnie Moorman at the Alan
Mrs. Jacob Kleinheksri.
stride. If, however, there U other Hill Fire To)ver southeast of
ple of Holland in a personal way them.
Richardson home and other relatThe apostle Peter was anxious refuse to be disposed of (no ashes Hamilton are Jerome Wassink,
The Rev. T. Vet Hulst of Graafives.
and hence they deserve more atBeatrice Laman
WARREN L HUYSER, a World Wednesday Miss Josie Overzet schap was guest minister in the
that a Christian should be able to or garbage please) the branches wood carving; Terry Kaper, wood
tention than they get.
War II Marine and summertime
Such a complex voting program answer questions which might be and such should be placed in a carving; Vernon Harmsen, tender- Honored at Shower
and Mr. Jake Zylstra enjoyed a Christian Reformed church Sunmail carrier, likes animals— except
day afternoon.
foot scout; Donald Muyskens, secas the one that faces the local asked him. An ignorant Christian special pile near the curb.
trip to Newaygo and other places
cats. Warren was delivering mall
is a source of embarrassment to
ond
class
scout
and
wood
carving;
Carla Kay daughter of Mr. and
Miss
Beatrice
Laman.
NovemAs for the fellow who prefers
of interest
voters in the coming election
on West 17th St. between Van
Mrs. Morris Kool received the
himself and his friends.In a world to burn his leaves, he should Robert Billet, wood carving and
needs study and thought
ber bride-elect, was guest of honMr.
and
Mrs. Lucas Van Rhee
Raalte and Washington Ave. He
tenderfootscout; Edward Miskotsacrament of Holy baptism in
Please refresh your memory on of books ignorance on fundamen- choose a time when there U little
or Friday night at a miscellaneous was about to put mall in a house are having some extensive re- the worship service In the Christtal matters is wrong. Every Chris- or no wind. It would be nice, too, ten, Jr., wood carving Bruce
modeling done in their home.
all issues before going to the polls
shower given by Mrs. Albert Ser- box when he noticed a cat restNovember 7. Important local is- tian can be informed. He must if fires were built so they don’t Brmk, wood carving; John DrenMr. and Mrs. John Poest of ian Reformed church Sunday
morning.
ten, Jr., wood carving; Dale ne and Miss Aleatha Serne, at ing contentedly above it Warren
know
the
Bible
especially
the
four
smoke
up
the
neighbors’
homes.
sue* then will receive your careZeeland were guests of their sisGroenheide, wood carving; David their home, 276 East 11th St. admired the cat— he is a lover of
Mr. and Mr*. Harvard Hoekje
ful consideration along with all gospels and he ought to read Above all, don’t leave a fire unter, Mrs. L, Zagers Sunday.
animals— put the mail in the box
Dangremond, second year perfect
these gospels through several tended.
others.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Zagers, Mrs. were Wednesday evening visitor*
Mr. Don Rice assistedthe hos- and turned to walk away. At that
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
times a year.
should famYes, such b the life of the attendance. About 150 Scouts tesses.
Elizabeth Zagers
moment the cat sprang on him
iliarize himself with the highest leaves. With tender green buds, from the district were present at
Trimly Laiitt
Games were played and dupli- and only by running a block did
forms of Christian poetry, as this they announce spring. Then they the camp fire service and court of
poetry exists in the hymnology of protect the world from the searing honor at the overnight camp.
cate prizes were awarded win he get away from the vicious critProgram
The Hamilton Extension club ners. A two-course lunch was ter. Warren likes animals—all exthe church. To spend the spare rays of a hot summer sun, and
Donald Rynbrandt,ten-year-old «^M«- Henry Brink and attendfor
women recently held a meet- served by the hostesses,assisted cept cats.
evenings
of
a
winter
in
the
study
just before they bow out, they
Members of the Trinity Reson of Mr. and Mrs. Burr Ryn- , tbe m?rnin* “i™** In ** **formed church Ladies Aid society of great hymns is one <rf the most stage the most magnificent of all ing at the home of Mrs. Ben Leh- by Mrs. Herbert De Ridder, Mrs.
brandt who submitted to an
church with them,
MRS. ,SIPP
will
man. An interestingprogram was William Kruithoff and Miss Charwill meet at 7:45 p.m. Wednesday rewardingof all occupations.
shows— the autumn colors.
ation at Ann Arbor university iLMr8, JePnje Boerman of Drenprobably he just a bit more cauA Christian should also read TTieir ultimate end is sadder. in charge of Mrs. James Koope lene Serne..
te the church pariora for their
bospital several days ago is ex- 2* WM a d,nf*r quests of Mrs.
Invite were the Mesdames Jen- tious when she decides to dean pected home at the end of this Herman Arink last week Tuesregular business meeting and pro- Christian biography outside of the They’re either burned, used as fer- and Mrs. C. Hansen.
The children and grandchildren nie Rice, Dick De Ridder, Benja- out her husband’s bait box next
day- In the afternoon she called
gram.
Scriptures.There has been a long tilizer in the gardens, or if they
time.
Speaker will be Jerry De Loof, line of saints extendingfrom the hit the leaf loader, they end up of Mr. and Mrs. George Rigterink min Laman, WilUam Kruithoff,
Mr. and Mrs. H. De Heine and on other friemls and relatives in
Sipp, one of Holland’s plica torsurprised them with a birthday Bernard Rowan, John Serne, Harwho will discuss his work among time of the apostles to our own in the city dump.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brink of Forest th«
party last Friday, in observance old Nienhuis, Vern Rowan, Henry id experts,hu been known to be
the Winnebago Indians. Group 7, day. and some of these men ought
Grove visitedwith Mr. and Mil. MrS- Justin
M™of Mr. Rigterink’s 70th anniversRidder, Albert Kruithoff, just a bit careless about his bait R. Heuvelman Sunday eveafog Harry Peters are delegates of the *
Mrs. M. Japinga, chairman,is in to be known intimately. There
ary, at the latter’s home. Present Henry Kruithoff, Max Flowerday on rare occasions.And when Mri.
are great preachers whose biogracharge of the program.
At a recent PTA meeting the Mission Circle of the Reformed
were the Gordon Rigterink family and Gerard De Ridder, Miss Char- Houtman notices a queer foreign following officers were elected: cnUrch attended the Women’s
Members are asked to bring con- phies are means of grace. Within
Ward Van Dyke and Don of Qverisel and the families of lene Serne, all of Holland; also odor in the basement (perhaps two president,Mr. James Vander Mol- Hope coH€«« l«»*ue annual meettributions of vegetables,jama and the last hundred years the church
jelliea for Resthaven. Mrs. E. has produced a group of mission- Meeuwsen have recently left to Howard Langegland and Andrew Mrs. Marceil Rice of Zeeland, Mrs. or three times in a decade) she «n; vice president,Mr. Jake Mast- in* >nd tea whlch was held in the
serve in the armed forces.
Haverdink of Hamilton.The hon- Richard De Ridder of Grand Rap- goes right to Sipp’s bait box and secretary,Mrs. Peter Ootts; treai- New Hope College Dormitory in
Boerigter, 28 East 25th St., is in ary heroes whose achievement
The first fall hymn sing will be ored guest was presented with a ids, Mrs. Herbert De Ridder of throws it out bnce it was a ripe urer, Mrs. James
Holland last week Friday aftercharge of this project. Mrs. Henry form a new chapter which God
Oct. 29 at 7:45 p.m. Our leader gift and lunch was served.
Muskegon, Mrs. Martin Sebright, crawler.
Vlarer, 307 West 20th St., chair- has ukted to the book of the Acts.
Mrs. Arie Van Haften, Mrs. r0?nPupils of the local school were Mrs. Dale Han and Mrs. Robert
Some time ago Sipp picked up Dekker
nun of the clothing drive, asked TTie history of the Christian will be Mr. B. Sharpe from Zeeand daughter Wilma
was held in the
'
TTUJUd UI
members to bring clothing for church b a gold mine in which land and special music by Carl given a two-day vacation during Hiscock of Allegan, Mrs. Willism some larvae (he didn’t know Muskegon called at the Van Haf- home of Goldie Ann and Sarah
the past week, while the instruct- Serne. Mrs. Ralph De Ridder and what kind) on the banka of the ten home Monday afternoon.
Aldeylnkof the girls of Sandy
Germany and Japan.
every Christian ought to be Rodgers and Judy Loken.
The Noordeloos Ladies Aid meet ors Anthony Mulder, Mrs. Earle Misa Etta Mathews of Lowell and stream and put it in his bait box
Vien School Monday evening to
Mrs. Visser will be social chair- trained to dig.
—and then forgot about it
organize their 4-H chib for the
man, assisted by Mrs. Rein VissAnd then we should know the for its first meeting recently Stine, Mrs. James Haan and Mrs. the guest of honor.
And when the tidy Mr*. H. Two Youth Arretted
comming school term.
cher. Mrs. C. Van Zylen and Mrs. things which are uppermost in the election of officers took place, Frank Melvin were attendinga
state regional Teachers conventhought somethingwas amiss in For Recklets Driving
Harry Wieskamp.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Brink and
church of our own day. Christen- president,• Mrs. Walcott; vice
State WiD Divide
the basement she went right to
Jarvis were Sunday evtnir*
dom is a wide field and many in- president,Mrs. E. Van Liere; sec- tion at Grand Rapids.
retary. Mrs. G. Guerink; treasurSupper guests in the Harry J. Weight Tax Money
the box and opened it. And a big
Grand Haven (Special)— Elmer J callers at the home of Mr.' arid
teresting things are taking place.
Helder, Friars Melody
“But what about rotten eggs?" E. Bockius, 21, route 1, Coopers- Mrs* Willte Brink "*1 Carol.
There are dangerous problems, er, Mrs. H. Kapenga; assistant Dampen home on Sunday were
treasurer, Mrs. D. StienfortRe- Mrs. Bertha Nyenhui# and daughOttawa county wffl receive125,- George Cook wanted to know.
Jille, and Roger Nederveld,18, Several of the Young people of
tendencies, and movements and
Try
Aftm’
‘That’a where the rub. comas Lemont werq arrested by state
Christian Reformed chin*.,
lurch
with all these Christians should freshmentswere served by Mrs. ter, Belva, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul 149 as its quota weight tax money
Jerry HeWer and Friars Melody make themselvesacquainted. The G. Van der Veer and Mrs. H. Tanis of Holland and Mr. and for the third quarter, according to in,” answered Philip J. Gomperts, police Monday upon complaint of Attended the youth alliance banilting Dutch Chamber of Com- Forrest Worthing of Lamont, Quet last week Thursday evening
wit try it again this Saturday. best way of doing this is the hab- Geurink. A short program follow- Mrs. Re} Robinson of Grand Rap- state highway department offimerce offldai."Now, they have a charging them with recklessdrtv- At Zeeland City Hall the Rev. J.
cials.
Helder and the Melody, after itual reading of a religiouspaper. ed.
ProfesaorLouis Wolfinger of
A daughter was born to Mr.
leading In the Oakes steeplechase It is the part of wisdom, thereA Meg an county wiH receive $18,- girl who alts there and just sniffs.”
Hwy jvere arraignedbefore T. Holwwda was the speaker
Finally,Judge Cornelius vander Justice George V.
*wre at the Oak Brook course in fore, to subscribe for at least one and Mrs. Elmer Helder Monday Michigan State college at East 336.
Lansing was a visitor in the home
All weight tax money is re- Meuka brightened.
Chicago Saturday,fell Just two such paper, and to form the hobit afternoon at Zeeland hospital.
The local young people enjoyed of Mr. and Mrs. George Lam pen turned to counties to be distriT%ve got the solution,”the judge
hurdles from home, and lost out
of reading It regularly and with
’’scavenger hunt" party last during the past week.
buted for expenditure tv local said.
Helder had the misfortuneof care. It will exert upon the mind
Mr and Mr*. John Bouwens governmentson roads and streets. The gathering waited with bat- vwld entered a plea of not guilty At Fourth Church Meet
filling in another race after lead- and heart an influence, perhaps, Thursday evening. Refreshments
and furnished $150 bond for trial . Mrs. Catherine De Rooa Was
were
served
at
the
home
of
Mr,
have
moved to Lawrence St. ip
ing also;
The state is dividing up $2,- ed interest, and tha judge leaned
not at first discernible,but in the
*** APAAker at the meeting of
Zeeland and their daughter's fam- 519, 139. First three quarter pay- back.
But he will he astride Melody course of years it wfll make of the and Mrs. M. Heyboer.
worthing alleged the two boys Fourth Reformed Church Ladies
ily,. Mr. and Mrs. Dale Dampen ments of 1950 total $37,542,296
"Feed the chickens Nullo," he and a Juvenile, who was not Mission Guild Tuesday night at
for the Earl of Warwick’s cup reader a differentperson from
ra* which tops the Oak Brook what he would have been with- Combined area of Belgian),Hol- have moved from the upstairs compared with t $33,806,460 last ,^aid.
charged, were driving in front of the church. She presented a book
land and Luxembourg is smaller apartment to the ground floor y**.
Moot, the out it, and will help to give the
his home about 5:30
Satur- review of "Jungle Trails”
than that of Maine.
rooms
in home the Bouwens vaIF YOU SEE a critterlike this day at an excessive rate of speed, Devotiorewere .inducted by
by P. T. world a full-statured Christian
cated. .
First rlTsr In North America to around Holland, don’t be too slamming on the brakes and Mrs. Ben Molenaar
' h» the 11
of whom the church seed not be
Ceylon's annual tea harreet Is
Mias Eunice Nagelskamp of be discovered by white aaea was alarmed. It’s a n on-poisonous hog
Kivu race.
ashamed. . > '
turning their cars on the gravel Asocial hour followed the
about 260 million ^pounds.
Grand Rapids spent Friday night the St, Johns of Florida.
nosed snake (Ifeterodon Contornw-tun. ^
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TO! HOLLAND CITY
of Michigan; Prof. Paul D. Bagwell of Michigan State coUege, on
"The Individual’s Responsibility

Cancer Groups

NIWS,

THURSDAY,

OCTOKR M,

ITS#

Mr*. Leonard’*

Mannes Has Dairy, Dio* in

Sunoco Products

in

Cancer Control;” Dr. Janet
Towne, assistantprofessor of gynecology, Loyola university; Dr. Sold
Royal
Garff, professor of
speech, University of Utah, Salt
Harrison’s Super Service staLake City, Utah, and Lawrence
tion, a Sunoco Oil Co. station, is
Locals
Taylor, consultant,adult educa\
tion department, Michigan State owned and operated by Ray Harricollege, who served as general son. It is. located at 677 Michigan
Speakers Emphasize
moderator of the training school. Ave. The modern station interior
The newly elected officers of
That Early Treatment
has two twin-post hoists that are
the Michigan division for the year
1950-51 are Andrew Langenbach- flush with the floor. There are no
Essential (or Core
er of Lansing, re-elected Presi- posts in the center of the room
Sponsored 'Jointly by the Cancer dent; Carl Dreger of Grand Rap- and the inside has glass partitions.
Control committeeof the Michigan ids, vice president;Donald E. The doors are of special design.
Sunoco products were accepted
State Medical society and the Johnson of Flint, treasurer; and
Michigan Division of the American the Rev. Scott MacDonald of Lan- in Holland to such an exteltt that
Cancer society, a four-day series sing, secretary.Mrs. Harold L. a larger and better-equipped staof meetings for workers in the Heyser of Battle Creek was elect- tion was needed to take care of
cancer crusade has been concluded ed state commander succeeding the trade, accordingto Harrison.
Harrison has bought out the
in Grand Rapids. These meetings Mrs. Harold H. Cornelius of Grand
were attended by nearly 300 repre- Rapids, who was elected executive seat cover stock of the Sun Oil
Co. and is offering them for sale
sentativesfrom more than 40 director of the division.
at low cost. Many of the cover
counties throughoutMichigan, in-

End Conference;

Oak Park,

Resort

DL

Opentm

Word has been received in Hol-

Ice

by Harrison

L

Mothor

Cream Bar

land of the unexpecteddeath of

Form New Unit

Mrs. Angeline Rommey, mother
Harold Vender Ploeg of Holland
Maple Grove Dairy, located at of Mrs. Jud Leonard, 80 East
28th St. and Michigan Ave., oper- 18th St, in Oak Park, HL Mr. and has been named a member of the
ates a wholesale and ratal! milk Mrs. Leonard left Sunday for Oak board of directors of the newly
and Ice cream buslnefi. Gerald
organized trade group set up by
Mannes is owner-operttorof the Park.
Due
to Leonard’s absence from Western Michigan resort operatdairy.
Milk Is produced on farms which the city, the district meeting of
are carefullyselected and produc- the Grand Valley council. Boy
The group held an organisation
ers are well equipped to produce Scouts of America, originally meeting in Ludlngton Friday.
a high quality milk. The herda Re- scheduledfor Oct 2*. hu been
George Self ridge of Benton Harjected are predominantlyGuern- postponed one week. Leonard is bor, who originallycalled the
council
field
executive.
sey and Jersey cattle.
meeting and who was named temporary president, explained that
The same care and high standthe new unit wu designed to
ards are upheld at the plant Ltcal Man Tour*
serve resort men who have Indivwhere the milk is processed and
ExperimentalSite*
idual problemsof their own.
bottled, according to Mannes.
Other officers named at the
The Maple Grove Dairy also opJames Kollen of route I, Holerates a modern dairy bar where land returned home Friday from meeting include H. F. Gustley of
For 1*61, Hudson Motor Car Ca. hat four distinctive lines of car*
1c cream and dairy products art an educationtl tour of the Mid- Traverse City, vice president;
ltd by an ontlrolynow Mrlea— the Hudson Hornet. The Hornet Is
told. M1UC cream, chocolate milk west sponsored by the Pioneer David Goats of Spring Lake, secretary; Mrs. Malcom Wood of
powered by the new hlgh-compreeelon H-146 engine, one of the
and buttermilk are sold from a Corn Co. of Tipton, Ind.
cluding Ottawa.
Study
Ha» Meeting sets originallysold for *20 to *29. meet powerful automobile enginea In production.The Hornet hse self-servecase. The customersal- He was among 33 salesmenand Mean, treasurer.
Because of this large stock, the
a wheelbase of 124 inchts. In addition,Hudson has the Commodore
Representingthe Ottawa counways can be assured of buying supervisors from Michigan,Ken- Other directors include J. Jo
ty unit at the conference were At Garret Damveld Home Sun Oil Co. and Harrison have Custom,' Super-Six and the Pacemaker Cuetom series. Hudsons are
milk which hu been bottled the tucky and Ohio to make the tour Bachunu of Sodus; David Doremade arrangementswhereby these
mlre of Mean; A. L. Peterson of
only five feet high, yet have full road clearance and mort head
Mrs. J. D. Jencto and Mrs. John
same day.
designedto give the men a firstSt. Ann’s Study chib of St are to be sold for as low as *15 room due to exclusive "step-down’’design with receteed floor. See
Tiesenga of Holland. Dr. Ralph
The dairy bar is open dally un- hand picture of breeding and ex- Wells ton; Mrs. Carl Radtke of’
the new 1651 model at the'localHudson dealer,Haan Motor Sales,
Manistee and Mrs. June Bay King
Ten Have and John Pfeff of Grand Francis De Sales church met at per set, installed.Many of these
til 10 p.m.
perimental facilities.
Inc., 25 West Ninth St.
of Alden.
Haven attended the board of dir- the home of Mrs. Garret Damveld, sets are two-tone and some are
Maple Grove delivery trucks
They visited breeding plots at
Macatawa Park, last Tuesday eve- tailor made.
An estimated 40 retort operectors meetings.
are ready to deliver dairy pro- Princeton, DL, and at Durant and
ning.
The
meeting
opened
with
Harrison
aays
no
extra
charge
ators attended the four-hour sesMore than ever before, this
er at the banquet.
ducts to the customers' doors. Marengo, Iowa.
sion.
Michigan Cancer conference and recitationof the rosary in honor is made for installation, thus savThe Christian Reformed ucnom- Courteous drivers give prompt serThe group left from Plain well
ing a customer as much as *10 a
training school demonstratedthe of Our Lady of Fatima.
ination organized a church in vice in the city and surrounding and in the tour vial ted near Du
A business meeting was held set Many sets are being sold on
enthusiasm and singk purpose of
Hamilton several weeks ago, with territory. "Try our milk and tute Moines where they saw the site
(From SatunUy’s Sentinel)
both the medical profession and during which plans were made for a lay-a-way plan for Christmas
a membership of 24 families, In- the difference,"Mannes says.
where the tint hybrid chickens
Many locaj church women atlay people to conduct an intelli- the year. Refreshmentswere ser- gifts.
cluding 51 communicant members.
were developed.
tended
the
Women’s
Missionary
ved
by
the
hostess
and
a
social
In addition to Blue Suhoco gas,
gent and co-operative fight
Effecting the organizationwere
Exide batteries, Firestone tires conference of Holland classis last the Rev. Peter De Jong of East Officiab Ask Cork
against the ravages of cancer.The hour followed.
means of spreading knowledge Attending were the Mesdames end polishes, Sunoco Mercury Wednesday at the Overisel Re- Saugatuck. The Rev. Johii Beebe
ROTTIED GAS
that early cancer can be cured Edmond Pelletier, George Smith, Made and Dynalube oils are formed church. The evening of East Holland and Elder Schro- On Halloween Prank*
League
meeting
for
girls was also
John
Masuga,
Wallace
Van
Regenamong
the
products
sold
at
the
hr
and the urgency of recognition
tenboer of Graafschaap,with the
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
well represented by members of
and attention to the first symp- morter, George Damveld, Fred station.
Rev. Henry Ver Duin of Overisel and Postmuter Harry Kramer toSo,
Poultry
Lubricationand washing jobs the Girls’ Missionary societies.
toms of the disease provided the Hoesli and the hostess.
and the Rev. A. Hoogstrateof day sought co-operation from parThe
Woman’s
Study
club
meetare
part
of
the
service
at
the
stakeynote of the gatherings.
Holland assisting. Services are be- ents In discouraging youngsters
Brooding
ing was held at the home of Mrs.
tion.
The convention opened Tuesday Driver Trie* to Avoid
ing held each Sunday at the Com- from destructive practices during
FREE Instolhtioa
Fred
Billet
last
week,
with
the
evening, Oct. 17, and continued
munity auditorium.
Phone 87828
the Halloween season.
president, Mrs. Allan Calahan,
through FridayrOct.20. Speakers Dof ; Car Overturn*
Aimer Tanis, son of Mr. and
The
police
chief
particularly
presiding and conductingthe opincluded Dr. Albert E. Heustis of
VANDENIERG
Allegan (Special)—Two minor
Mrs. Ben Tanis in a letter writening numbers and business ses- ten to his parents in September, called attention to Irresponsible
Lansing, director of the Michigan accidents Saturday night resulted
SHELLANE
habits In setting fire to leaves in
sion. Roll call response was made
departmentof health; Dr. John R. in injury to one man and arrest
Mr. and Mrs. John Schreiber
tells of some of the activities of gutters, something which could
M-21 Between Zeeland and
SERVICE
by naming a country belonging to
Heller, director of the National of another.
the war in Korea. He is aboard the easily become disastrous.
have just returned from a trip to
the "United Nations" and its deleHolland
Cancer institute,Bethesda,Md._
Melvin Oisten, 25, Otsego, was Niagara Falls.
U. S. S. Consolation, which has
*77
Ml
til
gw
Aft.
71mm
7178
On the post office front, damage
Dr. Clarence D. Selby, lecturer on treated for back injuries at AlleRecentlyseveral mothers visit- gate. The program topic "Korea" been in Korean waters for several to rural mail boxes hu long been
industrialhealth at the University gan Health Center and discharg- ed the school for a few hours. was discussed by Mrs. Harold weeks taking on wounded from a complaint issue. Parents and
ed. The car in which he was rid- Those present were. Mrs. J. Gar- Brink. Musical numbers included the beaches. Blasting of bombs
teachers are urged to inform chiling with Edward Holland, 28, Ot- brecht, Mrs. A. Remmler, Mrs. two accordion solos by Nancy occurred near to their ship, one of
dren and young people that tearHansen.
The
group
was
reminded
sego, overturned three miles south John Hemmeke, Mrs. R. Beak,
It's A Good Time To Buy A
them landing only 500 yards ing down or damaging mall boxes
on M-89 when Holland tried to Mrs. N. Polich,Mrs. Abel M. Ber- of the coming fall meeting of the away.
Is a violationof postal laws, and
avoid a dog on the highway.
kompas, Mrs. A. J. Berkompas. County Federationto' be held at
The Music Hour club met in the that severe penaltiesare provided
Ofccil Criaman, 44, Grand RapThe children of the local school Allegan Griswold Memorial lower home of Mrs. H. W. Tenpas on up to three yean In s penal Inids, Monday who paid *25 fine will be given a hearing test at the lounge on Oct. 25, and delegates Monday evening of this week,
BIG SELECTION
stitutionor a maximum fine of
plus costs on a reckless driving Crisp school next Thursday. The were named for that meeting. with the vice president, Miss *1,000.
REASONABLE PRICES
charge after hitting two cars on test is sponsored by the Health Mrs. Hutchins joined the group as Della Bowman, presiding and conan active member.
a county road seven miles north department.
ducting the opening numbers and
The majority of Costa Rica's exG.M.A.C.
INpalr Ml Kliidt
Wayne Nyhuis left last week business session. The hymn of the ports go to the U. 8.
of Allegan. Sheriff officials said
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Bronson
INSTALLMENT PLAN
Criaman sideswiped a car driven have moved to Grand Haven. The to report for military duty, being month "Jesus, the Very Thought
Of Laaky Raafal
•ee our priced Advertisement by Dorothy Truax, Allegan, route
Tate family have moved into the a member of the reserve group. of Thee” was sung by the group,
in the Clawified Section.
Mrs. Nyhuis and children expect and the program topic "Jenny
Wa'II rtcoYtr oM root*
2, and then hit a car driven by house where the Bronsons lived.
William Lane, Allegan route The Kutz family have moved in to remain in their home here for Lind, the Swedish nighUngale”
lik« ntw . . . initall nnr
1. No one was injured.
to the house formerly occupied the present.
ants rnionably. Estiwas discussed by Mrs. Justin Sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Lampen Roll call response was made by
150 EAST 8TH ST.
by Peter Keleva, Jr.
mottt furntthtd promptNEW HIGH SCHOOL
Recent visitorsat the home of left last Friday morning for a naming a favoritehymn. Mrs.
Phone 66422
Ann Arbor— After an exchange Mr. and Mrs. Frank Voss were week-end color tour to northern Floyd Kaper sang, "I Know That
ly. '
Your Buick-Pontiac Dollar
Arrange that apealal hush
of property with the University Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berg of Michigan, stopping at Sault Ste.
My Redeemer Liveth," a favorite
neat appetntmant at The
of Michigan, the Ann Arbor board
Marie,
Tahquamenon
Falls
and
Grand Rapids.
song of Miss Und. Chorus work
•ler Kelder. Alr-eondftltned
of educationis going ahead with
Mr. Frank Winters is convalesc- other places en route.
following the program was also
Good
Food
with
enly nationallyadvert
plans to build a new *4.5 million
Miss Della Bowman entertained
ing at a. home in Nunica. He
corfducted by Mrs. Kaper. Miss
tltsd beverages. Open fee
high school building.
at
a
1:30
p.
m.
luncheon
last
reported a little improved.
Clariss Bowman was assijtant
your eonvenltnee from 11:00
Provoils
to Ctfcfc Ym
Joseph Werner is now staying Thursday, honoring her two sis- hostess.
A.M. until midnight
at the Olson Motel in Agnew. He ters, Mrs. Arthur Frens of Fre5
West
8th
St.
is reported to. be about the same mont and Miss Clariss Bowman
Word has been received that of Hamilton,whose birthdays oc- Zeeland Man Fined
miKOID PRODUCTS
Adolph Hoecker Ls seriously ill at curred a few days apart. A noted
'
feature of the afternoonwas the On Drinking Charge
Hines hospitalin Illinois.
29 East 6th Stmat
Week-end guests at the home announcementof the engageJoseph Kornoelje, 36. of 53 Linof Mr. and Mrs. N. Polich were ment of Miss Bowman to Marvin
RESIDENTIAL
coln St., Zeeland, pleaded guilty
Van
Doornik.
Attending
were
Mrs.
Joseph
Polich
and
Mr.
and
COMMERCIAL
In Municipal ourCt Monday
Mrs. William BudiloVsky of Chi- Mrs. Jacob Bowman and Mrs
INDUSTRIAL
Richard
Bowman
of
Fremont,
cago.
to
a dmnk and disorderlycharge,
Call Ua
Parents are asked to caution Mrs. Ralph Eggert and Mrs. A. and paid *19.70 fine and costa.
JOHN
their children in regard to dam- Van Voorthuisen of Muskegon Kornoeljewas arrested Saturday
All
Makos
aging mail boxes during the Hal- and Mrs. H. Van Doornik and
by city police who found him
ELECTRIC CO.
loween season. Tearing down or daughters, Elaine and Mrs. Gil- asleep in his car on West Eighth
Phone 4811 * damaging mail boxes is a viola- bert Lugten of Hamilton.
St.
tion of the postal laws, and severe
Mr. and Mrs. Byron W. Gray
In court action Saturday, six
Motor Saloa
penalties for such crimes are pro- of Kalamazoo and Mr. and Mrs
drivers answered trafficcharges.
HUDSON DEALER
Bert Scott arid Fred Mason of
vided. Up to three years in
Leon W. Rhinehert, 107 Lincoln
25 W. fth Stroot Phono 7242
penal institutionor a maximum Allegan were visitors in the home Ave., paid *12 fine and costs for
fine of $1,000 mayvbe given any- of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp
speeding. Robert E. Nevenzel, 557
one molesting the mail boxes.
last Sunday.
Elm Dr., paid *10 fine and costs
Baptism was administeredto for speeding. Benjamin Voss, route
two infants at the Sunday morn- 5, paid *5 fine and costs for runing service of the local church, ning a stop sign.
Vicki Kay, daughter of Mr. and
IN*
Paying *1 parking fines were S.
Mrs. Lloyd Koops, and Ward Al- De' Boer, route 2, Walter
l
With
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.
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State Farm Insurance Go's.
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Avenue

DU
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WILLYS • OVERLAND PRODUCTS
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Schwartz, city, and Frank C.
Johnson. The Christian Endeavor
Working, 280 West 12th St.
selvice of the senior group featured the topic "The Golden Rule"
with several members participat- Hiss Johanna Leegstra
ing and the Junior High group
Honored at Shower
considered the same topic with
Arloa Smit and Eleanor SchieMrs. Simon Boschma and Miss
vhik as leaders.
Stella Steen wyk were hostesses
IRON and METAL CO.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing Thursday evening at a miscellanand the Misses Della and Clariss eous shower for Miss Johanna
120 Rhrsr Ays.
Bowman motored to Fremont Leegstra. The event was held at
Sunday afternoon to be guests in the home of Mrs. L Leegstra, Zeethe home of the latter’s parents, land.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bowman.
Duplicate prizes for games were
They attended the evening church awarded to Mrs. Gordon Raak and
service there.
Miss Julella Oetman. A two-course
A number of local people have lunch was served by the hostesses,
enjoyed the color tour in the New- assisted by Mrs. Leegstra and
aygo area, which was about at its Mrs. E. Zuidema.
peak of beauty the past week- Invited were the Mesdames
end.
Grace Holtrust, M. Bamaby, B.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lampen Alferink,G. Vork, E. Zuidema and
were guests at a birthday party the Misses Julella Oetman, Anna
for their grandson, Bruce Hall, Mae Zuidema, Doris Oldenbekken
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall and Sharon Zuidema, all of Hol/)' of Chippewa Point, who was one
land; Mesdames S. Boschma, J.
year old on Oct. 11.
De Haan, J. Bounink, G. Raak, L.
A WAX
The 67th annual Sunday School Leegstra and Misses Stella Steenconvention of Allegan county, wyk, Lucile Bos and Jennie Vis of
held at the local Reformed church Zeeland and Miss Bertha SteenH.
B.
last Thursday,was well attended wyk of Hudsonville.
by workers of the county. About
135 were present at the fellowship Grand Canyon national park has
Don Hartgerink — Herm Blok
banquet, following the general an area of 1,008 aqoare mllea, la 56
125 W. 8th
Phono 7777 session and divisionalconferences miles long and contains 105 miles
of the afternoon. The auditorium of the winding Colorado river.
was well filled for the evening
ae&skm, which featured a *>ng service led by Henry Bosch of Grand
Rapids and the inspirationaladdr«» by Dr. Richard Ouderslys of
Western Theological seminary of
Holland. The Rev. Peter De Jong
of East Saugatuck was the speakThere Is a BETTER way ta
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Dutchmen Runners *-ansin9 Wedding of Interest Here

Mm

Gallop in Thick

To Robert

Ende Wed

Klomparens

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Ende of
21st St, announce the
marriage of their daughter, Miss
Hester B. Ende, to Robert Klomparens, son of Henry Klomparens,
65 East Seventh St. The marriage
took place Friday evening at 7:30
in the parsonage of Trinity Re-

18 East

FogforfiTDs
•

Appledorn,Stouten

Hester

in

Supervisors Grant

Long Scoring Rambles;

Sizeable Increases

Meyer Fractures Ankle

To County

touchdown— Van
Wingen (2); Appledorn;Stouten

Officers

formed church. Dr. H. D. Terkeurst performed the double ring

Grand Haven (Special) — Ottawa county supervisors Friday
adopted the county budget for
1951 amounting to 8436,851.49,

800 ring : Hope

(2); Leverette.PAT'*— Prina (8).

JC touchdown— Wickstrom. PAT

service.

Attendingthe couple were Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Otting.
The bride wore a street-length
dress of honey beige with dark

an increase of $13,212.32over the
$423,639.17 budget adopted a year
ago.
Largest ipereases in appropriations were for salariesof county
officers and court house person-

Wklutrom.
Hope college got into the well
wom touchdown groove at Riverview Park Saturdaynight with a
routine 39-7 victory over Grand
Rapids JC in a fog which at times
obscured the field from the view
of the small-sizedgroup of spec-

brown

accessories nd

a

corsage

of yellow and talisman roses. Mrs.

Otting wore a dress of aqua and
a pink corsage.
A reception for the immediate
families and friends was held at
the Hub in Zeeland. Mrs. and Mrs.
Heine Windemuller presided at
the punch bowl.

nel.

In allowing a $1,000 increase for
the circuit judge, increasing the
tators. .
appropriation from $500 to $1,500,
The one-sided success was partattention was called to the salary
Mr. and Mrs. Klomparens left
ly obliteratedby the loss, for the
paid the Muskegon judge who reon a wedding trip immediately
remainder of the season of accede
ceives $7,000 from the county in
Miss Mory Ruth Sandy
following the reception.For travedensive guard, Howie (Nails
addition to his $9,000 salary reMr. and Mrs. Clyde Sandy, 647
ing the bride wore a knitted dress
Meyer. Meyer received a fracturceived from the state. Last year,
in an American Beauty shade and West 22nd St, announce the ened ankle shortly after the openCircuit Judge Raymond L Smith
gagement of their daughter, Mary
brown, accessories.
ing kickoff.
processed738 cases'whichplaces
They will be at home after Ruth, to Dale Van Langevelde,
The Dutchmen ground out a
Ottawa county among the first
son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van
Nov. 1 at 41 East 20th St
12-0 first quarter lead, hiked it to
six or seven in the state.
Langevelde, 136 East 19th St
18-0 at the half, and with a lineOther salaries, the new figure
Piles of Dead Leaves
up studded with reserves piled up
first and last year’s figure second,
throe more touchdowns in the secfollow: Judge of probate, $5,250
Dangerous to Children
ond half as the JCers scored one
and $4,600; register of probate. Here’s one of the most recent paintings of Queen Julianna of The
in the final stanza.
Netherlands. It was painted last summer by Brother Jean Marie of
$4,0QP and $3,200; deputy regisFalling leaves in the autumn
Terrible Tom Van Wingen
the Benedictine order. He had a chance to observe the queen and
bring an added hazard to the safeter of probate, $2,700 and $2,300;
Fall
scored twice and Eddie Leverette
ty of children,Police Chief Jacob
probate clerk, $2,400 and $2,200; royal family at close quarters for one and a half hours while she
once on short thrust during the
Van Hoff pointed out today.
county clerk, $4,400 and $4,000; toured the state museum in Amsterdam. No words were exchanged
Members of the Ladies Bible
between the two, but the brother simply observed her highness.
first half, as the Dutch game
With leaves piled at curbs, class of First Methodist church
deputy county clerk, $3,500 and
Then
he
did
the
painting
at
St.
Paul’s
abbey
in
Oosterhout,
North
ground out consistent yardage
children are naturallyattracted held their annual banquet Friday
$3,200; county clerk— clerk, $2,Brabant. The originalpainting now hangs in the Oosterhout City
But in the second half the Dutch
to them as playing places with night. The event was held in the
400 and $2,200; second clerk, $1,Hall. Brother Marie also patterned the clothes and jewels worn
put on an exhibition of their open
results that often are fatal. Last church parlors, which were beau900 and $1,900; county treasurer,
during
coronation
ceremonies
after
a visit to the photo files of the
field striking power with Ro|
year, a child was killed in the tifully decorted with branches of
$4,400 and $4,000; bookkeeper,
royal house. The photo of the painting was submitted by Paul Dita
Appledorn galloping70 and Herb
Mrs. H. Donely Worner
$2,600 and $2,300; deed clerk, $2,eastern part of 'Michigan while autumn leaves and flowers. Pilof 148% Central Ave. who has attended retreats at the abbey
Stouten romping 64 yards for
Of interesttp local friends is Igna and Miss Ruth Malcolm, 550 and $2,300; two clerks, $2,hiding in a pile of leaves at the lars were hung with branches of
before coming to America.
scores.
announcement of ttie marriageof bridesmaids.
500 and $2,200; clerk, $1,900 and
curb and the wheels of a truck all fall shades, from red at the
Lads like Stouten, Bob Frifeldt,
Robert White of TraverseCity $1,700.
passed over him. His body was top to green at the bottom.
Miss Virginia Mae Kampen of
last Saturday. ,
Rebekahs state assembly as dele- not discovered for several hours.
and Lyle Easter gave promise for
was best man and Jack Ray and
Prosecutor including clerk, $4,Covers were laid for 50. Table
Lansing and H. Donely Warner, Richard Betts were ushers.
Milo Dalaiden has a broken gates from Radient Rebekah
future games.
800 and $4,000; two clerks at
“If parents would leave the decorations included bouquets of
Jack Lane’s alertness opened the also of Lansing. The marriage took
Mrs. Herbert Voelker was or- $600 each (new); drain commis- bone in his left hand as a result of lodge.
leaves in the back yard or on the chrysanthemums and lighted
trifall while trimming tree in the
, door for Hope’s first two scoring place Oct. 7 in First Methodist ganist and Miss Elizabeth Ann
John H. PattLscn was guest lawn until ready to dispose of candles. A chicken dinner was
sioner, $2,850 and $2,600; clerk,
village.
opportunities.
church, Lansing, with the Rev. Schuurmans, soloistfor the cere- $2,250 and $2,050; sheriff includsoloist at the Methodist church them, it would provide a safer served by the Builders class of
Early in the first quarter, Lane William Blanding officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cook and service Sunday morning. He was playing place for children,"the the church. Mrs. Margaret Markmony.
ing two autos, $6,600 and $6,000;
pounced on a JC fumble on the
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
A reception was held in the under-sheriff,$3,500 and $3,100; daughter, Susan, of Lima, Ohio, accompanied by Mrs. Pattison. chief said.
ham led prayer.
visitor’s 37. Eight plays later, Van end Mrs. Preston Kampen of Lan- church parlors.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Van Dussen
deputy sheriff, $3,300 and $3,000; were overnight guests Sunday.
Entertainment was arranged
Wingen bulled off right guard sing and Mrs. Charles Cunning- Following a northern honey- special deputy, $3,200 and $2,900; Mr. and Mrs. Warren Duell have purchasedthe John Andrews
by Mrs. Nina Daugherty. The
Corkill-Dickinson
Vows
from the one to score. Bud Prins ham of Holland. Mr. Warner is moon, Mr. and Mrs. Warner are deputy night man, $2,300 and $2,- spent last Friday with Mr. and home on West Main St. but will
program Included two piano selmissed the conversion.Hope 6. JC the son of the late Mrs. Elsie at home at 813% Baker St, LanMrs. Charles Gretzinger and fam- not assume possession for a cou- Exchanged in Indiana
100.
ections by Mrs. J. Kenneth Hoff0.
Warner.
sing. The bride is a graduate of
ple months. Mr. and Mrs. AnRegisterof deeds, $4,400 and ily of Grand Rapids.
Fennvilie (Special)— Miss Diane master and a vocal duet by Rev.
A short time later, Lane picked
Attendingthe bride were Miss Harper hospital School of Nursing $4,000; deputy, $3,500 and $2,900;
Mrs. James Smeed entertained drews will move to St. Louis, 111. Dickinson, daughter of Mr. and and Mrs. Hoffmaster. Mrs. George
up a JC pass on the Hope 46. Van Beverly Hummel of Detroit, as and the groom is a student at clerk, $2,300 and $2,100; clerk. the Tuesday Circle this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Duell Mrs. Donald Dickinsonof Fenn- Coqibs and Mrs. Bertha Favel
Wingen, Leverette and Appledorn maid of honor, and Miss Sophia Michigan State college.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hickstein and drove to Libertyville, 111., Tuesday ville, and David Charles Corkill, gave several recitatons and Mrs.
$1,900 and $1,700; matron, $1,000
rushed the ball to the JC one-foot
and $950; two custodians, $2,750 little daughter returnedto their to spend a few days with relat- son of Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Corkill E. Sleeman presented a comic
line from where Van Wingen
this country.”
of Saugatuck, were united In mar- monologue.
and $2,500 each; circuit court homev in Chicago last Saturday ives.
crashed over.
'The 18th amendment didn’t stenographer, $2,400 and $2,200; after spending the week with
Mrs. Waldyve Roberts and son riage last Saturday at 4 p.m. at
The Rev. Lloyd George, father
Hemie Nienhuis received a
Finds
work because it never was given friend of court and probation of- their uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Paul returned Monday evening South Bend, Ind. The single ring of Mrs. Hoffmaster,gave an acGrand Rapids fumble late in the
a chance to work,” the speaker ficer, $3,500 and $3,200; stenog- Robert Keag and daughter, Mrs. from Chicago where they visited ceremony was performed by the count of a recent trip to Florida.
half on the Raider 35. Appledorn
said, charging that law enforce- rapher, $2,400 and $2,000; county Paul Newnham. Friday the three relatives with her husband. Mr. Rev. Noel P. Irwin of the Calvary Mrs. George spoke briefly and
scooted to the JC 17. Leverette
ment authorities in many areas agent, juvenile court, $1,500 and women drove to Battle Creek Roberts is able to bevaway from Baptist church.
expressed disappointmentat not
crammed to the six on a cross Guilty of
were against the law
$1,300; stenographer, $2,700 and where Mrs. Newham and little a veteran’s hospital in Milwaukee, The bride wore a navy blue en- experiencing the hurricane,exbuck and two plays later little
The responsibilityof women in $2,200: photostat operator, $2,100 daughter received vaccine shots in Wis., for short intervals and ex- semble with ice blue and seed pected while they were there.
Grand Haven (Special) —After
Eddie was across. Prins missed
deliberatingmore than six hours, electing public officials was em- and $1,900; county agricultural preparationfor their anticipated pects to receive his permanent pearl trim, complemented by an
Mr. and Mrs. William Bender
his third conversion. 18-0.
trip to join her husband in Ger- discharge the first of the year.
ice blue hat and navy accessories. were in charge of decorations
a
circuit court jury late Friday phasized by Mrs. O. R. Hurd of agent clerk, $2,400 and $2,050.
The Raiders stopped the Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Chappell, She wore an orchid corsage.
afternoon found Ervin O’Connor, Fenton, president of WCTU.
for the event. Mrs. Fred ScheiThe ways and means commit- many.
attack, with the aid of some timeMrs. Edith Post, who spent the David and Janet, plan to go to
Her attendant,Miss Marion bach and Mrs. Laura Kennedy
46, Holland, guilty of perjury in a
tee which recommendedthe budly fumbles and bad pitchouts
get pointed out that salaries for summer here w-ith her sister-in- Lima, Ohio, Thursday to spend a Petersen of Fennville, wore a were on the reception committee.
which lost precious yardage, two-day case which was an out- Belhel 0ES Cahpter
law, Mrs. Eva Fosdick, has gone few days with her two sisters and beige suit with black accessories
growth of a larceny trial last
all county officers are in lieu of
through moat of the third quarter.
and a corsage of sweetheart roses.
April 24.
Installs
" all fees unless otherwise specified. to Grand Rapids to visit friends families.
Late in the stanza, Appledorn
John Corkillattended his broth- Divorces Awarded
Mrs. Leota Hutchinsonwas preO’Connor was released on his
Mileage on official business is al- before returningto her home in
was bade to kick with the ball on
Englewood, Fla.
Mrs. Evelyn Hansen was install- lowed at 6 cents a mile.
sented her past matron’s jewel er as best man.
Grand Haven (Special)— A diown recognizance.No date was
his 30. Dedding to run, the elu
Mrs. Clare Schultz returned and a ring from her officers. She
ed as worthy matron at open inThe bride was graduated from vorce decree was granted in cirset for trial.
Other
highlights of the 1951
sive Apple ran to the right, found
home from Allegan Health center presented gifts to her corps of of- Fennville high school and attend- cuit Thursday morning to Tent
O’Connor was found guilty last stallation services of Bethel chap- budget follow:
tacklen waiting for him, cut
ter
OES
Tuesday
evening.
Other
April 24 in circuit court of a
Appropriationswhich Include Saturday. Mrs. Ida Martin is to be ficers. Mrs. Wohlert was present- ed MichiganState collegefor two Schregardus from Cornelius
around to the left and outran the
charge of larceny from a building officersseated are Robert Keag, fairs and certain institutions, $3,- discharged from that hospital the ed a ritual from the past matrons years. The groom is a graduate Schregardus, both of Holland. She
* secondary for a 70-yard tally.
and patrons club. About 100 of Saugatuck high school and is was restored her former name of
involvinga power saw taken worthy patron; Charles Collins 200; addressograph,$975; board end of the week.
Prins converted. Hope 25-JC 0.
Mesdames Charles Cbllins,Ar- guests were present, some from a senior at Michigan State col- Vander Hill. Virginia Riga of
March 9 at Vogelzang Hardware and Connie Collins associate pat- of supervisors, $12,525; circuit
On the first play of the final
Co. Later, Gilbert Zuverink, one ron, matron; Mrs. Marion Keag, court, $3,750; circuit court com- thur Sanford and Margaret Bea- Gary, Ind.; San Pedro, Calif.; lege. The couple will live in East Robinson township, was awarded
quarter, Stouten cut off left tacof the chief witnesses,admitted he secretary; Mrs. Margaret Sheard, missioners, fees, $50; coroners, gle were in Grand Rapids this Chicago, 111., Grand Rapids, Alle- Lansing while he completes his a decree from Rochum Riga*
kle and rambled 64 yards, behiik
college studies.
There are no minor children.
had perjured himself at the trial treasurer; Mrs. Gladys Sackett, fees, $1,200; county agricultural week attending Odd Fellows and gan, Douglas and England.
key blocks and a stiff-arm which
and pleaded guilty to perjury. He conductress;Mrs. Shirley Woh- agent and home demonstrations,
swept off the last tackier.Prins’
*
was pieced on probation for three lert, associate conductress; Mrs. $4,375; county clerk, $2,446; counplacement was good. Hope 32 JC years last June.
Gertrude Van Hartesveldt, chap- ty treasurer, $3,586; court house
0.
lain; Mrs. Florine Gooding,marComplaints against both O’ConThe Raider line broke through nor and Zuverink were signed by shal; Mrs. Mayme Keag, organist; and grounds, $10,715; drain commissioner,$1,900; election, $3,to smother an Appledorn punt and
if
.
.
.
Mrs. Betty Newnham, Adah; Mrs.
Prosecutor Wendell A. Miles who
000: hospitalization,
$325.
recover on the Hope 17. Bob
Jacqueline
Johnson,
Ruth;
Mrs.
feels there is altogether too much
The taxes and apportionment
Wickstrom,one of the best backs
Leota Hutchinson,Esther; Mrs.
false testimony given in criminal
reports, previously presented and
on the field, crossed on three cases today.
Helen Hutchins, Martha; Mrs.
laid on the table, were adopted.
plays. He converted. Hope 32-JC
Cora Landsburg,Electa; Frank
The board adjourned subject to
Keag, warden; William Norththe
call of the chair.
With 35 seconds/ remaining in Local Women Attend
grave, sentinel. Mrs. Ethel Luplow
the contest, Hope recovered a JC
was installingofficer;Mrs. BeaConvention
fumble on the invader's five. On
trice Repp, marshal; Mrs. KathMiss
Gertrude
Slaghuis and ryn Jackson, organist; . Mrs.
the next play, Stouten scored.
Mrs. Oiarles Kuyers relumed Sheard, chaplain.
Prins converted. 39-7.
home Friday from Saginaw, where
GRAND RAPIDS (7)
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Ends— Gilman, Callow, Hillard, they attended the state conven- Dorr Township Man
The Past Noble Grands clul
tion of Woman’s Christian TemPease
met last Wednesday evening wit
Tackles Proctor, Downer, perance union. About 400 dele- Dies of Heart Attack
Mrs. E. S. Johnson, assisted b;
gates attended.
Meadema
Hopkins (Special) — Thomas Mrs. John Van Dragt and Mrs
Guards
Loeschner, Gilder- One of the principal speakers Paul Jarka, 75, Dorr township Francis Sheehan. Following th<
sleeve, Heishetter, Koch, Terpen- was Congressman Joseph R. Boy- resident lor 36 years, died unex- business meeting a white elephan
son of South Carolina, currently pectedly of a heart attack late salew as held which netted moring
a member of the House Judiciary Thursday afternoon.
Center— Rice
than $13. A social evening wa.
Surviving are the wife, Nellie; spent with refreshmentsserve<
Backs
Friberg, Wickstrom. committee.In an informal talk.
Boylen, Fitzgerald, Blattener. Bryson discussed the repeal of the four sons, Ray of Wayland, Arnold by the hostesses.
18th amendmnt which prohibited and Bernard of Chicago and SylPaul, Weaver
William Bush, who was recently
the Manufactureof alcoholicbev- vester at home; two daughters, appointed a member of the IOOF
HOPE (89)
Ends— van der Velde, Bauman. erages, and called the repeal “the Helen of Chicago and Phyllis at home board in Jackson attende<
B. Visscher, H. Visscher, Vander greatest sin ever committed by home; also seven grandchildren. a meeting of the group in Lansinj
<•
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Banquet
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Man

Jury

Perjury

Officers
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driving ease
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WCTU

Fennville

I

—
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Meer
Tackles — Yonkman, Nyenhuis,
Newton, Stone, Prins
Guards — Groters, Van Hoeven,
Droppers, Eaton, Meyer, Beekman,
Prentice
Centers
Freyling

—

Campbell,Nienhuis,

Ji§i
iPI

It rides

Backs— Van Wingen, Appledorn,
Schipper, Leverette, Barrett,
Bocks, Lane, Stouten, Frifeldt,
Dyer, Hondorp, Borgman, Van
Duine

STATISTICS
First

H GR

14

8

360

98

56

35

Downs

Yards rushing
Yards pas * ig

more smoothly

It

operates more economically

It’s better

looking— all arovnd

You’ll glide smoothly, steadily, safely

You’ll enjoy extra-fineperformance

You’ll know

over most roads in Chevrolet-only

and save money, too; for Chevrolet is

every angle, inside and out; for Chev-

low-pricedcar combining the Unitizedt

the only low-priced car with a Valve-

rolet is the only low-priced car with

Knee-Action Ridei and airplane-type
shock absorbers.

in-Head engine-trend

It

setter for the

industry.

drives more easily

it’s

more beautifulfrom

Body by Fisher-the standard of

styl-

io*

H lasts longer, too

It

offers

more

for

less-tbroughowt

Totol yards
Passes attempted
Passes completed

You’ll enjoy finest no-shift driving at

Chevrolet is built to outlast other cars.

lowest cost with Chevrolet’s famous

That’s one reason why there are over

Fumbles
Fumbles recovered

Windshield with Panoramic Visibility;

PowerglideAutomatic Transmission*

a million more Chevrolets on the road

Fisher Unisteel Construction;hydraulic

than any other make-and why Chev-

brakes with Dubl-Life rivetlesslinings.

1

Penalties

.

Mu. On Entertains

.

.

or finest standard drivingat lowest

Think! Center-Point Steering; Curved

cost with Chevrolet’sSilent Synchro-

rolet is America’s most popular car,

You

Mesh Transmission.

year after year. Come in-see

tures in Chevrolet at lowest cost.

it

now!

get all these and

.

many other fea-

^Combinationof Powerglide AutomaticTransmission and
105-h.p.Engine optionalon Da Luxe models at extra tost.

Past Matrons Clnb
Mrs. Harry Orr entertained
members of Past Matrons club,
Hand chapter No. 429, OES, at
dessert luncheon Wednesday «t
T hony, West Ninth St.
Mrs. Robert Parkes, reUring
conducted.electionof
Mrs. Earl Price was namrtdent; Mrs. Harold
president,and Mrs.

AMERICA'S BEST SELLER! y

•

secretary-treas-

Walter of Fennville
it the meeting. The

These South Shore boye were not outfoxed. They
bagged elusive Reynard last Thursday and are
proud of their prize catch. Holding tha fox (left
to right) are Rickey Linn, Don Piers ‘tnd Jack
Umb. The boya awaar that all thraa shot at ones.
They shot him near tha Roamer Boat company

v

'

•

•

'

.

'

•

’

.

.

yard*. At last reports they were looking for the
conaervatlonofficer to collect a bounty. It may be
the tame fox that was sighted inside the new
Longfellow school addition a weak ago Sunday.
That fox wat chased out.
(Sentinelphoto)

221

CHEVROLET

/j

AMERICA’S BIST BUY!

}
DECKER CHEVROLET, Inc
KtorArenn 2117
Mion.

ry-

Hollanl, Micliigmi

TMf HOI LAMB CITY

Sense of

for

Declaring that a "aenie of

or

TNKIftlDAT.

OCTONR

1950

WANT-ADS

Leeuw-Venhuizen Vows Exchanged

Club Speaker Expresses

Need

MfWL

Humor

LOANS

hum-

necessaryto effective living/’ the Rev. William Clyde Donald, II, of Milwaukee,Wia., apoke
to a large and attentive audience
Tueaday afternoon at the Woman's Literary club. He gave an
amusing but highly thought-pro-

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to 1500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,Holland
228 Washington,Grand Haven^

ia

Dntcli Gridders

voking lecture on "God Give Ua a

In Long,

Tough

Smmage

Drill

Sense of Humor."

Young, dynamic and

forceful,
Making sure hie team suffers
many avenues of no letdown after manhandling
experienceupon which to base|gt Jo6e|)h lftgt week, HoUand

Rev. Donald has

0ns of Holland's newest Industries, the Hansen
Machine Co., la now occupying Its new home at 165

hIgh

Bob Stupka ran Ms
church of Milwaukee and counsel- fint-stringersin long and hard
or and chaplain of the Deaconess scriinage against the resuch a talk. He

is

pastor of Bethel

a^haUenge

^

to"

'LTfS
ta,o

to the

Douglas Ave., followinga rapid growth during the
two years It has been located In Holland.The company moged here from GrandvilleNov. 1, 1948, and
sngaged In machine and die work. It began business In GrandvilleIn 1948 doing machine and die

club serves Tuesday.

work for war

production, turning out such
products as bomb cradles, ammunition box handles
and Norden bomb sight parts. Officers art Carl C.
Hansen, president; Merle D. Ver Schure, vicepresident; William Van Uo, aecretary-treaeurer,
all of Holland.

Zeeland (Special)— Tbs highflying Zeeland high school Chix,
charging rapidly toward their second consecutive Tri-County football diadem, lacs their bfegest
test of the season when they
tangle with dangerousAllegan in

a

J^OeS

Z

U

league showdown at Zetland
Friday night
Coach Joe Newell’s lads, riding

.Ut,
night .t Riverviw pnrk.

«rtLn

the crest of 13 straight feel
if they can "get this one" they

have a good chance of repeuuug

'TvL

humor ''rough rtulf ’ Tuo*i»y in »" «*'
of ™.f tokers sod phltoph- fort to ht ^o, tojuriM heri.
[Jir definitions of

era. Rev.

Donald showed how per- All

"

Si&s:

»™

H«, ha,

not

iki

has narrowed down to

^

kKW^^LrhTufe“aiid
starred in the driH. Both broke
^K>ck absorber of lift and STm
^“|througtl
tlm€i for
'

•Y-rollfTit

excellent

wav to
way 10

defend* one’s

I

^

through several times for

titlista.

But the Tigers are a team to be
reckonedwith. After losing three
games, Allegan has come beck
itrohg and could be a determining factor as well as a stumbling
block for the Chix. The Tigers are
currently in third place In TriCounty standings in a race which

t0 ** b,ck tor

a^n

*

as loop

three

teams.

long
runs. E^kkis
Bekkis was
was running
running at
at the
the

On

the basis of season's records,

the Chix should be favored. But
when two arch rivals of this type
meet, record books cm be thrown
away.
The Tigers,under Ken Otis, are
a tricky club with plenty of grid
magic up their sleeves.They ars
seeking revenge for last season's
12-6 loss in which the key spot ta
the game came when the Chix
held on their own six-inch lint.
They also art seeking solace for
the basketball beating administered by Zeeland ending theta-

€grh* sneaker concluded his talk right half slat with Ron Dalman,

Mr. ond Mrs. Emerson Leeuw
create* his conditions.Thus ing edge in games played between
(Bui ford photo)
£umor pfays a big part toward | the two school* in a rivalry which
dates back to 1922. The Maroons
Miss Margie Anne Venhuizen Mr. end Mrs. Jud Deters atcultivating healthy mmda
and
Emerson Leeuw were married tended the couple.
Niiinv bodies, he said.
have COW*** 19 8iarne* wit^ **
healthy
the bride’s wedding ensemble
The speaker was introduced by Dutch having won only five. Two Friday, Oct. 13, in a double ring
induded a red suit with black
the clubpresident, Mrs. ayde have ended in ties.
ceremony performed at the par- velvet accessories and a corsage
I Series scores:
sonage
of Immanuel church. The of white roses and blue stephanoK
The president issued an invita33
13 Rev. C. M. Beerthuis officiatedat tis. Mrs. Deters wore a beige suit,
1922
tion to all club members to Join
rust accessoriesand a corsage of
no ecore available the service.
1923
with the Muskegon Heights club
long winning streak.
The bride is the daughter of rust and yellow roses.
20
0
1924
Wednesday, Nov. 1, at the Temple
Newell's biggest battle with hil
Mr. and Mrs. Leeuw are now at
0
1925
3 Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Venhuizen, 540
Methodistchurch in that city to
unbeaten team is fighting over20 College Ave., Holland. The groom home at 540 College Ave., follow0
1926
hear Dr. Marshall Knappen of the
Detroit Tiger hitter*, (left to that It won't be all smiles If guers wers In Holland Tuesday confidence.Bad news was receiv14
12 is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John ing a wedding trip to northern
1927
Universityof Michigan talk on
right)
Gerry Prlddy, Fred Hutch- George makes the grade with along with sportsoasterHarry ed when Milt Myaard was declar13 Leeuw, 376 Franklin St., Zeeland. Michigan.
7
1928
•‘International
Relations."
inson, George Kell and Charlie Cleveland next season and gets a Hellmann for a special baseball ed out for the Allegan contestwith
.0
34
1929
Ella Hawkineon of Hope
Keller, smile op at Holland’s tall chance to throw at these tame "round-table"at the Holland a back injury.
0
0
1930
college gave a few remarks on the
Btaadtngst
L T
George Zuverlnk. But chance# are Tiger batsmen. The major lea- theatre.
0
19
1931
in
fifth birthday of the United Na3 0 0
Zeeland .»»««..... ««»».•.......
13
6
1932
tionc and how the birthday was
PlalnweU .. ...... . .............. 1
1
classicalappointmentSunday.
7
32
1933
being celebrated around the world.
Allegan
1
1
0
The following committee ap> Paw Paw »•••••••••••••••••• 1
6
Mrs. C. C. Crawford extended 1934
0
0
13
1935
polntmentahave been announced
an invitation to all mothers to at0
...... mm 1
no score available
1936
tend the Child Study group meet...... .......... I
0
by Mrs Thelma Ver Hage, presi13
13
1937
fpv: .•
ing next Tueaday at 1 pm. at the
dent of the American Legion Aux
0
19
dub bouse when Belle Farley 1938
Baseball— hot-stove variety —
ill ary: Community service, BIrs.
6
13
1939
Murray, extensionspeaker from
was the big sports news In Hol- Grand Rapids were Sunday guests Kathy Buter; activity, Mrs. Della
20
6
1940
the University of Michigan" will
of Mrs. K. Jousma, Mr. and Mrs.
0
land Tuesday.
19
1941
talk ot> "Building Better Family
Plewes, Mrs. Lena Clark, Bin.
(From Saturday’s Sertael)
S. Broersma.
A
good-sized
throng,
composed
0
3
1942
Relationships.”
Kathy Buter and Mrs. Anetta James McCracken has been ap>
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milo
Gerard
of
of
autograph-seeking
36
6
1943
Hostesses for the afternoon
2
youngsters, crammed the Holland Grandville were Wednesday guests Mast; Americanism,Jennie Kar- pointed postmaster at Pullman
19
1944
M-J
were Mrs. Rex Chapman and Mrs.
L
sten, Martha Kars ten, Mn. Daisy to take the place of Mn. Eleanor
36
6
threatre to hear four of their De- of Mr. and Mrs. G Wabeke.
1945
Andrew Hyma.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson
De
Hoop
6
troit
Mote
along
with
ace
sports33
Boons tra and BIrs. Lena Veneklal- Lutx, who resigned last August
At 1 pm., the Public Affairs 1946
19
0
caster Harry Heilmann swap and family of Grandville were en; child welfare, Mrs. Bertha but was not released until this
committee held a dessert meeting 1947
week. She served as postmistress
8
25
baseball yarn* and answer pertin- Sunday guests at the De Hoop
1948
at the dub house. Mrs. A. E. HilLamer, Mrs. Anna Hendricks, for several yean.
home.
6
13
ent baseball questions.
1949
debrand presided and Mrs. KenBln. Max Britton and Mn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bcmie Schutter Mrs. Frances Fox; memorial
The foursome including George
neth De Free conducted a quesof Zeeland were Wednesday eve- scholarship, Mn. Minnie Fair- Grace Burrows attended Burr
Kell,
Gerry
Prlddy,
Charlie
tionaire on the United Nations.
banks; poppy, Anna Marie Mar- Oak Rebekah lodge In KalamaKeller and Freddie Hutchinson, nnig guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Dr. EUa Hawkinson of Hope
4
link, Mrs. Ethel Baar, Mrs. Mar- roo last week Friday. Mn. Britton
J.
Van
Zoeren.
appeared
under
local
arrangecollegespoke on "Foreign Policies
ments by the Baker Beaverage Mr. and Mrs. Neal Dood and garet Schipper;program, Bin. U a member of the lodge.
in the Making."
Edna Schuitema, Mrs. Florence
Mr. and Bln. Otto Bamberger
Co.
They are currently making a Linda of JenLson were Sunday
Mrs. Elvira Arenas and. Miss
Dickman, Anna Marie Marlink, of Lower Scott Lake are remodguests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Hulst
swing
of Michigan towns for one
Chart Arenas of Bogota, Colom
(or
Mn. Mamie Van Hoven; rehabill- eling the Interiorof their home.
and family.
month.
bit, were guests of Mrs. Alvin
taiton, Mn. Joan Danhof, BIrs.
George Chattenon spent last
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Syrene
Boss
of
Walter
(Hoot)
Evers,
the
other
Schutmaat at the committee
Susan Elhart; sunshine, Bli-s. Su- week-end with his family in PullFour companies of Dutch volunGatewood
were
recent
guests
of
member of the tour, was unable
san Elhart,Martha Kan ten; room, man. He works in Ullnols.
for
to make it due to illness in his Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
Martha Kantcn,
Della
R aboard** the VicMr. and Mrs. Maurice Burrows
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nick
Brower
of
family.
«olph Erikjen, chairman, and Mithe
Plewes;
publicity,Bln. Gertrude and daughter, Jean, at South
troop tr.n.port "ZuidThe
wild-eyed kids kept the Drenthe were Thursday evening
Gebben; gold star, Mn. Alice
Kena tjyisma,jvuas iva
I erkniis” (Southern Cross), it was
major leaguers hoping with sev- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Heuvelhorst,Mn. Thelma Ver Haven, spent Sunday with his
Mm. John E. Fisher
announced today by the Nethermother, Bln. Frank Burrow*,at
eral well -phrased and tricky base- Boss.
George Ver Hoef.
lands Informationbureau. The
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Van Halt- Hage; hospital,Mn. Marie Van her home north of Pullman.
ball questions.
Ham, Bln Emma Hendricks; hos- Mr. and Mn. Ben Rainey enterNetherlands contingent numbers
Heilmann was master of cere- sma and Mr. and Mrs. M. Leen- tesses, Mn. Henrietta Beyer, Mn.
about 650 volunteers all of whom
tained out-of-town relatives st
monies, introducedthe Tigers, who houts of Zeeland enjoyed a color
Sarah Thrall; legislativeand na- dinner Sunday. Jean Burrows was
are hand picked men and trained
tour
In
the
northern
part
of
the
were apparentlyamazed at the
tional security,Mn. Marie But. .. | in guerillawarfare. They will be
tremendous out-of-statefollowing state, leaving on Wednesday and tles; finance,Mn. Florence Dick- the guest of fcyoe Rainey for
The regular weekly shoot of the accompaniedby chaplains,two
dinner.
they have outside of Detroit returning on Friday.
Holland Archery club was held nuraet( a special interpreter and
Bln. Vera (lalbreath of PullMr. and Mrs. George Van Zoe man, Mn. Kathy Buter, Mrs. ThelSeveral lucky youngsters were
ma Ver Hage.
Wednesday at the Holland highL war correspondent,
man entertained her children last
recepient* of autographed base- ren were Thursday guests of Mr.
The followingnominationshave
gym with the following results:
United Nations Day, Minis.
balls for the best questions during and Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren.
been made by the Fint Christian
Marv Wabeke 26; John Mulder ter-President Dr. Willem Drees
Bud DeleidenJ and family have
Mrs.
Elmer
J.
Boss
and
children
the session. Later the players
Reformed church consistory:
720; John Lam 696; Glenn Brower I inspected the detachment In the
stayed to sign dozens of auto- of Grand Rapids were Saturday Nicholas Frankena, Robert Gort, moved from wdst of Pullman to
692; Don Caauwe 654; Lea
of the historic "Binnehof"
their newly-buQhome in Pulldinner
guest
at
the
Henry
Boss
graphs for youngsters.
Bert Habers, CorneliusKarsten,
son 633; Webb Dalman 625; John
Hague. In a abort farewell
man.
home.
Mayer
Harry
Harrington
introMr. ond Mrs. Jock Spierenburg
George Kragt, James Sturing,GelBorchers 620; Glenn Geerlingsspeech Dr, Drees said among
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McDonald
(Prince photo) duced Heilmann. Ted Baker handmer Ter Haar, Males Van Kam- have sold their farm southwest of
620; Nick Havinga 588; Bob Oo«- othcr things, "Although the tide
led arrangements. The group
pen, Wolter Van Der Veer, Otto
terbaan 585; Henry Lemson 525; hal turned in Korea, a law task
Pullman, where they have lived,
The couple was married at the made
Following a northern wedding
personal appearance
Vander Plaats, Gerrit Veenboer, for many years, to Mr. and Bln.
Bud Van Taak 488; Barbara Van u atm ^eed over there. As occu- trip, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spieren- Van Der Meulen home in a double
in Benton Harbor Tuesday evenDaniel Van Til, Henry Westveld, Walter Defenfauch of Casco. Ths
Kolken 474; De Ward Young 457; pation troops you will co-operate burg are now at home at 271 ring ceremony performed by the
ing.
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
and Cornelius Wlttegen, as eld- McDonald’s, because of 111 health,
Jaclt iS,00!?*** in reinforcingorder and security, Main St., Zeeland. The bride is Rev. John den Ouden on Oct. 14.
Keith Van Koevering,son of ers. For deacons: Simon Bosch- have moved to the home of their
ens 342; Phylis Lemson 222;
a historicaltaak because,
the former Pearl Van Der Meulen, Martin Van Der Meulen and Mrs.
Mr ard Mrs. Corey Van Koever- ma, Harold De Koster, Clare De son and family In Grandville.
ton Lemson 202; and Vivian Oos- for the first time in history, the
daughter of Mrs. Sarah Van Der Virginia Coleman attended the
ing, left Friday for Lackland Air Wendt, Harold Klynstra, John
terbaan
United Nations ars acting togethMrs. Max Britton and Mrs. GL
Meulen of Zeeland. The groom is couple.
Force base at San Antonio, Texas. Vanden Heuvel, William Vanden
er against an aggressor.We are the son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
(From
Saturday's
Sentinel)
Burrows spent Monday in KalaA reception was held following
supplying our modest contribu- Spierenburg of Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Meengs fo He enlisted in the Air Force at Bosch, James Vereeke and Henry mazoo.
the ceremony.
tion, not because we want to
Morenci were recent Wednesday Fort Wayne in Detroit the past Van Noord. Retiring elden are
Mrs. Gnf of Montague spent
Frank De Boer, Peter De Kock last week-endwith Mr. and Mn.
fight, but because we want to put
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. week.
law in place of violence."
G. J. G. Van Zoeren, Evening Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chase and and Henry Van Gelderen. Retiring Otto Bamberger at Lower Scott
01 ins to
guests at the Van Zoeren home two children have moved from deacons are Peter Lookerse, Peter Lake.
Lansing into the residence they Nykamp and Martin Schaafsma.
were Mr. and Mrs. John Eizinga,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Oveihlser
Ottawa Heahli Council
Hearing tests conductedby the had as dinner guests last Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. John Oosterhaven recently purchased from E. Van
A record crowd of 250 attended |
.
j
Lopik on East Central Ave. Mr. Ottawa County Health departof Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Whitney of
the first fau meeting of the I Meets at brand Haven
Van Lopik is ataying at the home ment, under the direction of Dr.
Kalamazoo and Mr. and Bln. EuJohn
Van
Zoeren
of
Holland,
Mr.
Washington school Parent
of his brother and sister-in-law, H. Ten Have, will be conducted
gene Overhiser and children.
and Mrs. George Van Zoeren cd
Teacher,
Of*-* county health cotm
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Van Dyke for in the Zeeland Christian school
Mrs. Flossie Osman and BroZeeland.
nin* in the Khod yynmailum. cU 'net at the Grand
hlgh
the present. He plans to spend the system Thursday,Oct. 26, accord
ther, Clarence Thomas, of Sooth
The Ladies’ Aid and Missionary
United Nation, Day
mntatOet U.
winter In Florida.
ing to Principal J. E. Mulder.
society met Thursday afternoon.
Lee, visited Mrs. Max Britton and
The Rev. J, Kenneth Hoffmaater After a discussionof Proposal No.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. Gulcheiaar
Mrs. Grace Burrows last SaturOct. 12. The meeting was opened
3, which pertains to the bond issue
led devotionson the theme, "DM
Quincy,
Mass,
was
settled
In
1625
and two children spent the weekwith the singing of a Dutch psalm.
for
the
improvement
of
the
menday.
Not Know 17101 He Shall
end at Owen Sound, Canada, and is one of the oldest permanent
Mn. Frank Burrows visited
Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren read wherg Rev. Gulcheiaarfilled a settlements in New England.
Judge the Nations of the Earth?" tal hospitals of Michigan, the
BIrs. Cora Woods and Mrs. Orren
scripture and offered prayer,
A selected group of sixth grad- group voted unanimously to inSnider while in Kalamazoo last
reeding of the minutes was by
ers, under direction of Mias Mar- dorse this proposal
week.
Mrs. Gerald Kleinenberg from
Mrs. C. Faber. Roll was called: to
garet Van Vyven, sang three Uniwhich the following responded,
ted Nations songs. While they the county health departmentwaa
Mrs. J. G- J. Van Zoren, Mrs. C.
were on stage, 12 children,dress- appointed as delegate to attend
Miscellaneous Shower
the annual MichiganRural Health
Faber, Mrs. H. Roelofs. Mrs. J.
ed in costumes of other lands,
Freriks, Mrs. H..Spaman, Mrs. E.
Fetes Theresa Scholten
shook hands as a "gesture of conference which is to be held at
East Lansing.
Vander Kolk, Mrs. D. C. Ver
friendshipover the world."
Miss Theresa Scholten was honThe speaker, Miss Madeiline
Hage, Mr*. M. P) Wyngarden, and
Several selections were played
ored at a miscellaneous shower
Marie Ver Hage. The readers of
by the Hope college Instrumental Half, of the Muskegon Child
given Thursday evening by Mrs.
Guidance clinic,spoke to the group
the afternoon, were Mrs. Roelofs,
quintet, directed by Prof. William
James Vander Jagt and Bln.
about the work which the clinic is
Mrs.
Vander
KoHc,
Mrs.
Van
Druckenmuelier.
Ed Van Oosterhout at ths latter's
doing. Bliss Half said this clinic
Zoeren, and Marie Ver Hage. ToFeaturedon the program were
theoreticallyservices eight counhome.
tal
amount
of
the
offerings
was
four Hope college foreign stuties but that practicallyall of the
Gomes were played and prises
$18.35, for the home fund, misdent, who discussed the place of
awarded.Refreshmentswere sersions, birthday, and silver collecteducationin their native lands. children are from Muskegon and
ved the hostesses.
ion. The singing of a hymn ’The
The students, Introduced by Dr. Ottawa counties. There are eleven
clinics In Michigan.
1 Invited were the Meedamss VL
Light Of The World Is Jesus”,
Ella Hawkinson of Hope college,
The next meeting of the counBast, Gil Bos, G. Klaasen, A1
and
closing
prayer
by
Mrs.
D.
C.
were Faried Banna of Basrah, cil will be held on Nov. 16.
Petersen,G Beltman,J. Plasman,
Ver Hage concluded the program.
Iraq; Lawrence Fabumni of Lagos,
Ed Plaaman,Jr., D. Plasman, J.
The next meeting will be held In
Nigoto; Stlg Andersen of CopenKeen. & Plasman, F. Veenrtra, L.
November.
hagen, Denmark, and Ketema Hfaucipal Court Nutt
De Pree, R. Scholten. John ScholMr. and Bin. G.| De Vree were
Yffru of Harrar, Ethiopia. FolIn Municipal Court caWs TuesMr. ond Mrs. Frank R. Olln
ten, A. Visser, Ed Sd-“Wednesday
callers
on
Mr.
and
lowing their speeches, an open day, Paul Btoemers, route 4, paid
Farm, Stevens Scholl
On Friday, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grand Rapids in 1910. Mr. Olin Mrs. Clifford Rynbrandt of Huddiscussion waa held.
$5 fine and costs for failure to
Scholten, Oonrt
sonville.
has
been
employed
at
Baker
FurR;
Olln
will
celebrate
their
52nd
Refreshment! were served by observe assured dear distance,
Warner, D.
Pvt Jhon F. Padgett,19, (left), son of Mr. and Mrs. William F.
Mrs. Herbert Schout of Zeeland
Mia. Lucien Raven and Mrs. A. and June Von Ins, 4 West Eighth wedding , anniversary-at their niture Co. the last seven years.
Miss J(
Padgett of 462 West tath St, and Pvt Donald G. Dyketra, son of
home, 19 East 19th St. They will He worked at the Limberta Fur- waa a Thursday guest of Mr. and
Himes following the program.
SI, paM $1 parking fine.
Mrs.
Gerrit
Dykstra
of
120
East
18th
St,
have
eompletsd
Air
Fores
niture
Co.
for
30
years.
BIrs.
Henry
Spaman.
observe
the
occasion
with
their
I
'
honor.
basic Indoctrinationcourse at LacklandAir Force base near tan
The Olins have twp children, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jousma and
Highest peak In the Pbflippinee Iron and steel in the average immediate family members.
Antonio,Tex. Basle trainingprepared ths men for
Is ML Apo, in southern Mindanao, modern automobileweigh about
Mr. and Mrs. Olln, married Oct. Clarence R. Olin and Mias Esther family of Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
Force technicaltrainingand for alignment In i
Bob Raisenen and family of
with an altitude of 9^10 feet
27, 1896, moved to Holland from May Olin.
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Western Michigan Farm Operators
Jenison Fanner

39DurfeeHaO

For Beef Cattle

Named Chairman

Rooms Furnished

Seen Abundant

Of

Supply

Record

of

Feed

Con

m:

Good Grain Pnspecb
Make Outlook Bri|ht
(Thu

is the second of a ser-

tle feeding situationsby Don
H. Stark, extension livestock

marketing specialist at Michigan State college. The last
article will discuss planning
feeding operations.)

Let's take a look at the feed
supply available for the cattle
feeding operations.On top of two
consecutive record corn crops, and
favorable 1950 grain prospects,
the government owns over 300
million bushels of the 1948 com
crop, and may own 491 million
bushels of the 1949
less it is

com

crop un-

redeemed by the fann-

ers.

The government loan or purchase aggrement corn is available
at 21 cents above the loan figure.

By League Efforts
'lYiirty-nine

Meadbers Will Guide,
Oif aniie Extension

Cropi,

ies of articles on the beef cat-

Farm Council

Profran in County

Roy Lowing, Jenison, was
elected chairman of the newlyorganized Cooperative Extension
Service Agricultural council at a
recent meeting, at which time
seven representativesorganized
MICHIGAN’S"GRAND CHAMPION OF SOD AND STUBBUT
the council. Clarence Reenders,
Chester J. Schunck of Romeo, gun while visiting farmers peculate
Grand Haven, was elected vicepresident and Sam Rymer, Spring
Michigan, has been awarded the on his chances.
The contestwas held under the Lake, secretary.
coveted title "Grand Champion of
Other members present were
sponsorship of fanners, business
Sod and Stubble" for his victory in
men, Saint Clair County Agent Ken- Tom Bosgraf, HudsonviUe,reprethe Thumb District Plowing Match
neth Anderson representingMich- senting lowland farmers; Neal
held at Port Huron. More than igan State College and the Port Andre, Jenison, for dairymen, Gus
5,000 farm people attended Mich- Huron Chamber of Commerce. Run- Appelt, cashier of Coopersville
igan’s oldest plowing competition ner-up was Jerry Ferguson, Groton, bank for the banking interests
and Ed Dinkel representing farm
to watch twenty-fourof the state’s Ontario, while third place was
implement dealers.
expert tractor operators compete taken by Carl Keaty of Carsonville,
At present there are three exfor the championshipwhich was Michigan. The match was held on
tension service councils,the Agriinaugurated in 1925, Mr. Schunck the farm of Raymond Wurael, Port cultural council Home Economics
is shown here awaiting the starting Huron.
council and the 4-H council.Mem-

Hie growing season has been
late, an early fell created both
large amounts of soft corn and
higher feeder cattle prices.
Favorablelivestock feeding ratios, price of feed compared to
Field
price of livestock, offer incentives
for feeding operations this fall.
Prospective increased feeding operations under war conditions offers very little likelihoodfor lower feeder cattle prices unless the
Damage to Michigan fruit trees
western cattle areas become too
by
field mice can be stopped if
dry and ranchers dump their catcontrol measures are applied in
tle on the market.
Feeder cattle prices and fat cat- October or early November, actle prices during 1950 have been cording to G A. Langer, Michigan
consistently higher than over a
State college horticulturist.
similar period in 1949. The JanuAs every fruit grower knows,
ary to May average for atocker
rodents gnaw a deep hole in the
and feeder steers at Kansas City
fanner's pocketbookwhen they
was $23.09 for 1949 cqpnpared to
feed on fruit tree bark.
an average of $25.07 for 1950. Fat
Langer says the way to check
cattle prices at Chicago have folmuch of the rodent damage is to
lowed the same pattern with an
clear away all the grass and sod
average of $24.24 for good cattle
around the tree trunks for a disin 1949 compared with $27.90 for
tance of two feet After this is
1950.
done, the cleared area should be
Grass on ' western ranges has
filled with gravel, cinder, or lake
been good this year but dry
sand. The material should be
weather would cause them to move

FaD Control Helps

Mouse

Cut

Tractor Adjustments Can
Save High Operating Costs
Saving money in tractor operation interests every farmer, say
Michigan State college farm machinery specialists. High fuel con-

bers of the councils aid in organizing and guiding the county extension program.
One member from each council
will act as delegate to a district
council to be held at Bostwick

lake in November.

The

rooms in the new

half-milliondollar Durfee hall at
Hope college have been furnished
to date through the efforts of the
Hope College Women's League,
it was announced Friday by Mrs.
George Albers, secretaryof the
organization.

The announcementwas made
at the League’s annual meeting
held in the ground floor dining
room of the new dormitory.

Accordingto Mrs. Albers,
members of he organization have
been active for some time in securing donations from individuals
and organizations to furnish the
50 rooms at a cost of $500 per

room.

i

The

perfect answer to harried husbands on tho
question of what to do with falling leaves coma
autumn tima: Live In a neighborhoodthat hap
some ambitious boys like those shown above. The
eight boye are shown defending their home-made
fortress of leaves against all possible attackers.
They gathered the leaves from the East 18th 8t
neighborhood, in wagone, washtubs and boxes, and

buIR the fort in front of tho Bert Sellse home, 119
East 18th 8t. To make the limber leaves stand up
in Impregnable wplls, the boys "just packed them
down hard." It took about four hours to build. The
staunch defenders are (first row, loft to right)
Jerry Mulder, Len Mulder, Dale Myaard and Terry
Selles. Back row, Richard Harmon, Ted Kooiker,
Dave Klaber and Paul De Graaf. (Sentinelphoto)

More than 400 wepen from
Holland and vicinity, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Chicago, Grand
Haven and Muskegon were present to hear the report. Guests
were greeted by Mrs. Della Steininger, house director of Durfee
hall, and Mrs. Albers. Mrs. Jacob
Westerhof,league president, presided and Mrs. George E. Kollen
led devotions. Following the treasurer’s account by Mrs. Harrj

Young, reports were given by
Mrs. Willard B. Ver Meulen of
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Adelphos A.
signed to the U. S. EngineeringDykstra, Kalamazoo, and Mrs.
Corps. He will leave Grand Haven
Edward Den Herder, Zeeland,
Oct. 31. During World War II he representativesof the Giand Rapserved 3i years with the military
ids, Kalamazoo and Holland chap*
police and was last statoined at ters.
Fort Sam Houston, Texas. He
Tea table decorations were in
lives on South Griffin St. with his
charge of Mrs. Russell Klaasen,
wife and Si-year-old daughter.
Mrs. Thad Taft and Mrs. Earnest

district

council will in turn elect three
members to the state council
which will work with the extenBy Arnold Muldm
sumption is often to blame for sion administrativeforce at Michigan State college. Ed Dinkel was
high operating costs.
A young
interested' in
Any of a number of things can selected to represent the Ottawa
books
stopped
me
on
the street
Agricultural
council
at
Bostwick
be causing high fuel consumption
with the request that I tell him, Mothers ol World War II
—faulty spark timing, improper lake.
Later in the year the Agricult- right there on the spot, what are
valve tappet setting, leaky valves,
Conduct Business Meeting
C. Brooks.
al council will elect three mem- the ten greatest novels of all
or a partiallyplugged radiator.
Two rooms of the 39 were furThe engineers suggest a check bers from the other two county time. Aside from the fact that Mothers of World War II met
nished by donations ranging from
on the setting of the load needle councils.This group will consider there is no answer to that ques- Wednesday night in the GAR
$5 to $200. Individuals and orvalve of the carburetor. Even one problems which may have an in- tion, it would have been a man room, City hall. The vice-presiganizationsfurnishing rooms
(From
Friday’s Sentinel)
size job to make
attempt dent, Mrs. Cora Nicol, presided.
quarter turn of this valve beyond terest to all three councils.
Catechetical classes have been were: Hope College Women’s
It is believed that a much without a chance for considera- It was announced that a state
that which is necessary can result
resumed
under instructionof Rev. League (four rooms), First Restronger
extension
program
can
tion and reconsideration.But not rally will be held in Niles on Nov.
in the use of at least two more
formed church Ladies Aid, Holbe developed through the work of a few readers seem to be convinc- 9. The rehabilitation committee yan Der May of the Harlem Regallons of fuel each day.
land; Ladies Aid, Trinity Reformcounty,
district and state councils. ed that someone can tell them
Be careful not to set the mixreported sending a box of prizes formed, church in the Harlem ed church, Holland; Ladies Aid,
ture too lean, however,for it will The advice of people having dif- offhand what novels are the to the Army hospital at Ft Custer school each week.
Hope church, Holland; First Regreatest.
cause the engine to misfire and ferent interestswill help.
for the fall carnival.
Among the children who gave formed church, Roseland, HI.; Mr.
Jacob
Geerlings,
Zeeland,
and
In this case I was reduced to
lose power.
Several mothers from the Grand
birthday treats this week were .and Mrs. Earnest C. Brooks, HolLouis Wells, Tallmadge,were un- referring the young man to a' selRapids unit will be guests at the
able to attend this first meeting. ection of the ten greatest novels
Alice
Fay Howard, Elmer Ver land; Faculty Dames, Hope colnext meeting, Nov. L A potluck
lege; First Reformed church,
Other members may be added by Somerset Maugham about supper will be held at. 7 p.m.
Hoven and Clifford Diepenhorst. Zeeland; Mrs. Gerald Rocks,
from
time
to
time.
/
three or four yeafs ago. MaugSoil
Followingthe meeting, refresh- Tuesday morning Mrs. Allen De Grand Rapids; Ladies Aid, Third
banked slightlyup to the tree
their cattle to market early. If so,
ham made his report in a national ments were served by Mrs. Leona Vries displayed her collectionof Reformed church, Holland; Pomptrunk.
magazine, and later his articles Norlin and Mrs. Martha De Witt
the big run will come early and a
700 Soil Samples Tested
Poison baits are also recomrare stones, Indian arrow heeds,, ton Reformed church, Pompton
giving reasons why the ten had
better opportunity for getting
Lakes, N. J.; Mrs. P. T. Cheff,
mended by Langer. Three materto
and gave an interestingtalk about
been chosen were reprinted as inyour kind may be at that time.
At Hamilton Laboratory
Holland;women of Central Reials can be used. Meadow mice
Prices of livestockmay decline
troductions to new editionsof the
them. This was a culmination to formed church, Muskegon; Ver
and pine mice can be checked by
Soil and water conservation
More than 700 soil samples were novels._ •
seasonally this fall Stronger conthe study or stones found in Mich Meulen family of Grand Rapids;
a grain-zinc phosphide bait. So
sumer demand aa a result of the
But it was obvious at the time
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
leaders from all sections of the tested this fqll after the new counigan. The fourth through the Eighth Reformed church, Grand
birds and animals will not feed on
TTie first regular meeting of the eighth grade pupils have a collecty-wide testing laboratory was set Maugham made his selection that
defense program may limit the
Rapids.
the bait, cracked corn should be United States will discuss conserup at the Hamilton Farm Bureau the choices were Maugham’s McClair PTA was held Friday, tion of many stones found in the
effect at larger marketings this
Sunday school of Third Reformvation problems and results in Dedyed
with
a
green
vegetable
dye
fall
Co-op in Hamilton. Though the choices; if the publishers had sel- Oct. 13, at the school house. local area.
ed
church, Kalamazoo; Mary
troit, Oct. 26, 27. and 28.
before the poison is added.
laboratory opened a little late for ected someone else for the job About 60 persons attended. The
A decline of two or three dolChris Fendt was the only pu- Wichers Memorial (two rooms);
It will be the fifth annual meetTwo-inch apples cut into 10 to
program,
included
community
singthis year, it will now operate the quite a few different titles would
lars a hundred will not seriously
pil in upper grades to celebrate a Mr. and Mrs. George Pelgrim,
ing of the Soil Conservation Socieffect the range man since he 12 pieces, shaped as orange slices,
year round.
have appeared in the list. Maug- ing and pictures shown by Miss September birthday. After the af Holland; Miss Fannie De Klein,
can
be
treated with zinc phos- ety of America. Russell G. Hill,
would still be making good profit
Papers for listingof soil sam- ham is a radical writer, with a Brink. Refreshmentswere in ternoon recess on the jast Friday Jamestown; Dr. and Mrs. Irwin
phide for bait. Because zinc phos- Michigan State college extension
on pasture gains at the reduced
ples are available in the county liberaldash of cyncism in his charge of Mrs. Engel and Mrs. of each month, the late elementJ. Lubbers, Holland; Mr. and Mrs.
phide is poisonous, directions soil conservationist,says 500 or
live prices.
P & MA office in Allegan, the lab- makeup. The novels he chose Skhelink. Officers• elected were ary group celebratesbirthdays.
Henry Ketel, Holland, Mrs. Marshould be secured from county more will attend the conference
oratory at Hamilton or the county were for the most part aesthet- Henry Bouwman, president; Mr. Mrs. Huldah Roach is teacher of
tin Chapfoan. Chicago, 111.; Mr.
agricultural agent for safe use. in the Statler hotel Hill is treasextension office in the court ically “leftist.”A list of “great- Stadt, vice president; Milton Ten upper grades.
and Mrs. William Westveer,HolDuring the mixing process, rub- urer of the national association.
house.
est” novels means nothing unless Have, secretary.It was voted
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Kam land; Overlsel Reformed church;
Leaders o# industry, land-grant
ber gloves should bt worn, Langyou know a good deal about the to sponsor the milk program in pen and daughters, Sandra Kay Mrs. Gertie De Fouw, Holland;
er warned. The mixing should be colleges, farm organizations and
and Linda Lou, were dinner guests
characterof the person making school.
Women’s Guild, Second Reformthe U. S. department of agricult- 4-H’ers Awarded Trip
done outdoors.
Mrs. Henry Aalderink spent of Mr. and Mrs. Raymon Schutt
the selection.
ed church, New Brunswick, N. J.;
Another effectivecontrol is ure are among those listed to
To test this point I used the Monday visiting the Stanley Sunday.
Football
Fifth Reformed church, Grand
strychnine-treated oats placed in speak. Dr. R. L. Cook, Michigan To
Brower
family.
The Ladies club met at home of
young man’s question as the basis
Rapids; Bethany Reformed church.
Bran bugs and weevils are big a runaway under a forkful of State college soil scientist,will
A tour of the Michigan State of an exercise that I set a group Mr. and Mrs. Ed Killian spent Mrs. Henry Kamphuis Friday af- Kalamazoo, (two rooms); Third
speak
Friday
morning
and
Hill
straw
or
hay
mulch.
As
a
cauenemies of grain stored in granSunday
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
ternoon
with
seven
women
pres
college campus and a chance to of young people whom I know raReformed church, Kalamazoo;
tion, Langer said that all drop- will preside at the Friday luncharies, according to Allegan county
ent. This was the first meeting.
attend the Michigan State-Mar- ther intimately. They were asked Mrs. William Killian.
First Reformed church. Kalamaped
fruit under a tree should be eon at which Charles A. Ketteragricultural agent A. D. Marley.
Mrs.
Jake
Stoel
is
caring
for1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Wolbert
quette
football
game
was
given
to
to turn in a list , of what they
He urges farmers to inspect their picked up before poison bait of ing of General Motors will speak. 45 4-H club members Saturday by personally considered the ten were Sunday guests at the home her father, Gerrit Kamphuis who zoo; Second Reformed church,
Michigan has more than 200
Kalamazoo and Second Reformstored grain regularlyon evidence any kind is applied.
suffereda stroke while at her
members of the national society the Grand Haven Rotary club. The greatest novels of all time, not of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dogger of
ed church, Zeeland.
of damage by these insects.
home
last
Friday.
His
condition
Central Park.
and Hill credits Detroit industrial 4-H club members selected to take including any they had not actuDamp grain tends to heat and Road Commissioner
Mr. and Mrs. Kalmink vistled is somewhat improved.
concerns for assistancein bringing the tour were those on the honor ally read themselves.
it is in heated grain that these
The result was revealing. Al- at the home of John Stodt Friday The club formerly known as 295 Persons Register
Allegan — The Board of Super- the national conference to Michi- roll in 4-H club work this past
pests may be at work. Bran bugs
“Mothers Club” has been changed
summer or last winter and those most without exception these night.
visors re-elected Chalmers Monand weevils can cause grain to heat teith, Martin, to a six-year term gan.
School is closed for Teachers of “Ladles Community Gub." New For Coming Election
membeni who exhibited their ar- young men and women— all of
enough to cause yeat damage in on the county road commission,
officers are Mrs. Ralph BlawGty Gerk Garence Grevengoed
ticles at the 4-H show this past whom were rather specificallyin- Institute.
addition to the kijury done by which he serves as chairman. Leon Farmers Union to Meet
The school children are enjoy- kamp, secretary, and Mrs. Arthur has reported 295 new registrasummer in East Lansing.
terested in the novel as an art
their feeding. Warm weather durtions for the Nov. 7 general
The club members were accom- form— made their selections in ing exhibits loaned by the Kala- De Jong, treasurer.
Godfrey, manager of the coun- AfWaverly School
ing the fall is favorable for grain
For their first improvementpro- election, following a busy day
panied on the trip by a few club terms of their mental slants, or mazoo Museum.
ty farm, was re-elected to a threeinsects. •
ject the women white-cementedWednesday in which 141 registerThe Farmers Union win meet leaders including Wayne Lowing, even in term* of their mental
year term on the county social
Fumigation is the best way of welfare board.
the basement walls, to be used as ed. An additional 125 reported
Tuesday at 8 pm. in Waveriy chairman of the 4-H council and twists.
Policeman Recalled
gettingrid of bran bugs and weean organizedplayroom this win- change of address or reinstatment.
school. Mayor N. Frankena of by L. V. Walsh, president of the
There was for instance one
Grand Haven (Special)— Joseph ter. New members are invited.
vils once they infest the grain.
Total number registered as of
Boa constrictorsnakes do not Zeeland, chairman of the Board Grand Haven Rotary
* young man, an extrovert of extroDomanski, Grand Haven city po- Gub meets the second Tuesday of July 24 was 8,429 but it was estiMorley advises that careful at- break bones when they squeeze of Supervisors, will be the guest
Plans for the trip were worked verts, a man of action, a lover of
lice officerfor the last five years each month.
tention must be paid to the con- their victims, death coming from
mated at least 50 have been respeaker. The oleo and other am- out by David Johnson chairman of vigorus sports, a contemner of all
and a member of the reserve in
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sluiter duced through deaths or notice of
ditionsunder which fumigation is interferencewith heart and breath- endments will be discussed.'All
the Vocational committee of the things mystical but a lover of
the U. S. armed forces,has been have returned from their north- moving.
done. The granary must be tight ing actions.
persons interested are invited.
Rotary dub and the 4-H council. wholesome living and thinking.
back for 21 months of act- ern honeymoon and are making
Personnelin the clerk’s office
enough to prevent the fumigating
His list of the ten “greatest” called
ive duty and will report at Fort their home tyith Mrs. Lena Sluit- estimated there are approximately
material from escaping through
novels was crowded with books
Riley, Kans., where he will be as- er.
8,650 registrationson file.
the walls and floor while it is bethat lean heavily on action
ing done. The temperatureof the
nzw i
healthful,wholesome action.Some t&'&i
16 I
grain must be above 65 degrees.
of them have been considered great
The fumigant should be used acby many other readers, as for incording to directions obtainable
stance “Huckleberry Finn,” but
from the agent’s office.
some others would get into very
few list* of "greatest” novels. This
young man had made his choices
honestly in term* of his own mentality. I for one respected his
choices as much as I did Somerset
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Farmers Warned
About Accidents

"Live to pick another year” was
the plea made this week by county agriculturalagent A. D. Morley to Allegan county farmer!.
The corn picker is one of the
most dangerousof all farm machines, he said. Accidentscan be
avoided however, if a few simple
rules are followed
First, stop the picker! Neriir
reach into the picker while it is
running. Shut off the power before attemptingto remove stalks
that lodge in the snappng or husking rolls. >
Using a stalk or stick will not

protect you, Morley says. The
rolls grab so quickly that they
wul Jerk your hand and stalk in
before you can let go.
To be safe, make “shutting off'
the power a habit every time you
leave the tractor seat
Second, keep the guards in
place. Never operate without the
shields. If yoiir clothing merely
flops against an unguarded shaft
or coupling, you can be drawn
warnnig.

watch out for
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and exhaust
£32>t manifolds
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avoid
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and never |»fuel
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Maugham’s.
At the opposite extreme, there
was a young man who had » liberal amount of mysticism in his
nature. His li*t, chosen with equal
honesty, was almost one hundred
per cent different from the
choices of the extrovert. He had

m!»

m

m
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iH

as much right to call the mystical
novels he had chosen the "greatest” as another had to call novels
of action greatest. They were
greatest to him.

MM:

Then there was one who was
mainly interested In psychological

-H

1

questions. It

was

inevitable that

m

p-

\\

MW

she should put “Crime and Punishment”on her list, and many of
her -other choices were almost

V

in the United States to have made thm auoomivt yearly records of ovev
ons thousand pounds butterfaton twice daily mlDrinf, Opal Crystal Lady rsodvss dffldal congratulations
from Gov. Douglas McKay of Oregon at Columbus, O. Tim registeredJersey is owned by Ralph E. Cop*
Jr. (right), Langlois,Ore. Ralph’s mother beams her approval During the 868-day officialtest verified
by the American Jersey Cattle dub in Columbus, Lady produced 88,728 pounds of milk and 1,237 pounds
of butterfatThis Is more milk and more butterfat than any other Jereey In the country has ever produo«|
In one year, and more butterfat than any cow ever has trodaoed on twice dally milking,

THtONlY COW Of ANY 8KED
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equally inevitable.
A few of the lists were merely
traditional.They were made by
young people who had not yet begun to read novels in terms of
their own personalities.
They had
simply accepted the advice of
high school and college teachers
and honestly believed that certain
novels were "greatest" because
they had been told they were. A
list made on the basis of mere
A trip down 'to th* high banks In Swan Crook Extraditionis of course worthless.
But on the whole the exercise - perimental station roally paid oft for thoao thro*
hunter* early Friday morning. Tho men were
was revealing.It proved again
planning to just "look around” about 7 a.m. They
that there are almost as many
were too late to get on* of th* apodal one-day
ten "greatest” novels as there are
permit* but aettlid for a few shots la the naarby
persons selecting such a list

1

’V

w

area where hunting it allowed on regular seasonal
permits. It took just about a half-hourto bring
down thoao five CanadianHonkers. Each weighed
between jelght and nine pounds. From left to right:
Jim Farley of Spring Lake, Johnny Van Kampen
and Ue
(Sentinelphoto)
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